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This report sumnarizes”NISTEP REPORT No．21Analysis of the Structure of Energy
Consu皿Ption and theI）ynamics of E皿issions of Atmospheric Species Related to the Global
Environ皿ental Change（SOx，NOx＆CO2）in Asia，”with the following background，
objectives，arld the organizations to proceed with the research and studies．
Itis widely ackowledged with deep concern that anincrease of the world population
and an expansion of the sphefe Of huJnan aCtivities will affect our global environ血ent．
The Asian region，aCCOunting for about60percent of the world population，Where an
increaseiIl pOpulation and energy consu皿ptioniIl aCCOrdance vith an expansion of
econonic activities are expected，is regarded with anxiety as one of the
regions which will have the fastestincrease ofloads on the global environment．
This region has，however，been regarded as one of the most difficult areasin which to
grasp the actual state because social and ecoIlOmic conditions differ widely between by
COuntries and ecoIlOmies such asin developlng COuIltries，NIEs，Centrally，planned
economies，etc．in addition to the geographically vast extent of the area．
For this reason，in this report，the structures of energy consumption and the dynamics
Of emissions of atmospheric species which will affect the global environment（SOx，
NOx，and CO2）．iIl the whole Asian region（25countries）east of Afghainistan
and Pakistan will be reviewed geographically as a basic study for the global
environ血erltal changes resulting from the use of energy．in particular，this report
ai血S tO PrOVide basicinfor皿ationin order to design environmental policiesin
developing countries．
This report summarizes historical records from a Study vhich covered historical
records and future trends，thoughthere are nany assumptionsin view of the
limitations on the reliability of the available energy data and an accuracy of
detailed data andinforElation collected through our field surveys such as
properties of fuels consumed，COnditions of fuel combustion，etc．In this report，
Ye try tO COntribute to the effoftS tO gfaSP mOre aCCurately future states of affair
by describing these assunptions clearly．
The”Research Group on Energy CoIISuJnPtioIlin Asia and the Global EnvironJnent
”（Est．Xarch，1991）and the”sub－CO血mittee for Estimation of Enissions of
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At皿OSpheric Environ皿ent Pollutants Resulting from Energy Consu皿ptionin Asia
”（Est．October，1989y consist of皿any SCholars and experts to whom we wish to
express appreciation for continuing useful advice and cooperation．
曹e are also grateful to otherindividuals concerned with this study and hope to
developit with their coIltinuing cooperatioIl．
Research Group on Energy Consu皿ptionin Asia and the Global EnvironJlent
（Chairman）
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University of Tokyo
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血alysis of the Structure of Energy Consu血ption and the Dyna血ics of Emissions of
At皿OSpheric SpeciesIielated to the Global EIIVironJlental Change（SOx，NOx＆CO2）in
Asia
OUTLIⅣE
This report nakes clear geographically the structure of energy consu皿ption and
the dynaJnics of e皿issions of SOx，NOx，and COJ，Which are the　皿ain substances
affecting global environnental changes（global acidification and greenhouse
effect）resulting froIn the use of energy covering the Asian region（25countries）
east of Afghainistan and Pakistan．
腎e nade a survey for the period from1975to1987，dividing China andIndia，into29
and13areas respectively to grasp the situation on an equivalent geographical scale
to the other countries．
Some Of the characteristics of this report are：first，this report has been on the
basis of the detailed energy balance tables，including vegetal fuelsin developing
COuntries，released for the first tiJne byIEA／OECD．in particular，We developed
detailed energy balance tables for Chinain this study based on the data obtained
through ourinquiries to the Chinese National Statistics Bureau・Thisis the Yery
first approach to energy analysis of the whole Asian region based upon detailed energy
dataincluding vegetal fuels．
As a second characteristic，this study for the first time皿akes an estimate Of
emmissions of SOx，NOx．and CO2in the vhole area of25countriesin Asia by
COuntryincludiIlg China andIndia and shows the trends of these e皿issions（See
TablesTl and　－2）．
Third，by dividing the energy consumption sectorinto17sub－SeCtOrS and fuelsinto
27　kinds，We make a review for an application of e血ission factors of SOx and NOx，
and enission factors of CO2　by　27kinds of fuels to each country or afea，and
describe the basis for the estimatein detail．This report thus could serve as
data for the analysis of the trend and the basis for planfling environ血ental
policiesin Asian couIltries．
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Tablel．An Estimate of SOx Emissions from Asian Countries
（Unit：1000 ton／ye8「）
CountriesEbission　Esti18teS Of This Survey E■ission　ESti上8teS Of Other Surveies
】975年 1980 I985 】986 1987 】975 1980 1985 1988 1987
1．Chin8 10．175 13．372 17．259 】8，326 19．989
3　2，586








3バndia 1，652 2，010 2，833 2．92】 3．074
し120
3．181
4．lndonesi8 201 329 435 453 485 780
5．5．Kore8 1．1591．918 1－366 1．355 1．294 1．224
8 1．350
6．N．Kore8 234 27】 324 333 333
6 ’82　　 3け
587
’88 1．3687，T8i騨8n 609 1．036 693 744 605
8 150胃70
850
6，Th8日8nd 224 428 507 526 Gi2
8　　 340
627
9 P8kjst8n 148 198 351 345 381 748
0 Philippines 807 1．041 510 447 370 403
1 8 8ySh 193 272271 264 263 298 2〔′8




















































































Asi8 Tot8I 18．340 22，997 26，289 27．377 29，136
Re■8rks：Sphere of Esti18teSSource：① Chinese St8tistics Yearbook 1988 etc．
（1）11l energy consu■Ption②　 ACID Rl川 川 ASは：周　 ECONOHIC，
eXCIuded intl．．8rine・ENERGY J川D EllISS10NS OVERVIER：by －es軸 ．
bunkers，but China Foe11 8nd　　　 Collin 翳．Green：Resource
eXCh des 8V 8tioll． H8n8ge．ent lssoci8teS Of 恥dison．lnc．
（2）Non胃ferro〕S ■et81 〕niversity of 胃isconsin．　　 Ash n Institute
refining 8nd sulfuric 8Cidof TechTl0logy：19 NoYebber l990．⑧　 OECD
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Table2．An Estimate of NOx E血issions from ASian Countries
（Unit：1000ton／ye8r）
CountrieS E．ission　Esti．ateSOfThiSSurYey Etission　Esti．8teSOfOtherSurveies































331 465 561 600 639
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t8∩ IOl 164 193 201231 1柑
Pines 172 184 173 】77 184 202
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In developiIlg Of this study，We reCeived useful advice and cooperation fro皿the
JneJnbers of the”Research Group on Energy Consumptionin Asia and the Global
Environment”（Chairperson：Junpei Andou，Professor，Chuo University，WithlO other
me皿bers）and the”sub－Co皿皿ittee for Esti血ation of Emissions of Atmospheric
Environment Pollutants ResultiIlg fro皿Energy Consumptionin Asia”（Chairperson：
Junpei Andou，Professor，Chuo University，VithlO otherJnembers）vhich vere
established for this purpose and consist of experts from Various fields．
I．Rackground and Objectives
The Asian regiofl，aCCOunting for about60percent of the world population，Where an
increasein population and energy consumption relative to an expansion of econo皿ic
activitiesis expected，is regarded with anxiety as one of the regions which will have
the fastestincrease ofloads on the global environ皿ent．The region has，however，been
regarded as one of the mOSt difficult areasin which tograsp the actual state．
Fof this reasoIl，in this repoft，by reviewing geographically the historical trends
Of the structures of energy consumption and the dynamics of emissions of the main
Substances，SuCh as SOx，NOx，and CO2，Which affect the global environment（global
acidification and greenhouse effect），in the Asian region as a vhole（25countries）
east of Afghainistan and Pakistan，We have prepared basic data andinformation for
planning global environnental measures．Also，this report provides basic data and
information for the development Of environmental policiesin developiIlg COuntries
Vhere air pollution has been aggravated．
II．Subjects and Procedures of the Study
1．Areas Surveyed
This report covers　25Asian countries and divides China andIndiainto29and13
areas respectivelyin the esti皿ation of the SOx，NOx，and SO2e皿issions，attaChing
i叩OrtanCe tO theirlocal characteristics．Further，Taiwan，flong Kong and撼acau are
regarded as countries for the purpose of this report，（See Figure－1）．
2．Years Surveyed
Tvelve years for the period fro血1975　to1987　are surveyedin this report．
胃6－
















































3．Energy Data Used and Analysis of Energy CoIISu血ption Structures
（1）Energy】）ata Used
This‘reportis based mainly on OECD／IEA Energy Balance Table（”Yorld Energy
Statistics and Balance”and”Energy Balance of OECI）Countries”）including vegetal
fuels，SuCh as fuelW00d，Charcoal，bagasse，etc．Yhich are a nain source of enegryin
developing countries．For Afghanistan，撼ongolia，Ca皿bodia，Laos，撼ardives，and媒acau，
which nowlack such statistics，Ve uSed statistics from”UN Energy Statistics
Yearbook1987．”As for the figures for Chirla after1980，We made a detailed energy
balance sheet for usein the analysis by obtaining necessary data throughinquiries to
the Chinese National Statistics Bureau based upoIl”chinese Energy Statistics Yearbook
1989，Chinese National Statistics Bureau”（See Tablel）．
（2）血alysis of Energy Consu皿ption Structures
Ye have analyzed energy consunption structuresin Asian countries for6　main energy
SOurCeS，i．e．coal，Oil，natural gas，nuClear electricity，hydro electricity，etc．，
and vegetal fuels，afld for4　sectorsin the energy consuⅢlption sectors，i．e．
industrial，tranSpOrtation，and”other”sectorsin the final consumption
SeCtOr，and the electricity generation sectorin the energy conversion sector．All
energies are expressedin tons oil equivalent（toe）．
4．Eitted SubstancesAmalyzed and Estinates of their E血ission Sources and
E皿itted A血OunS
（1）Substances Analysed
In this study，SOx and NOx have been analysed as substances related to global
acidification（mainly acid rain），and CO2　aS a Substance related to the
greenhouse effect，Vhich are enitted as a result of energy consu皿ption．
Furthermore，NOxis known to be related to the formation of photochemical smog
（the main compOnentis ozone），and ozonein turn with destruction of plants and
the greenhouse effect．
ELnission sources are analysed for e皿issioIIS reSultirlg fro皿energy COnSuDption
（except forinternational血arine bunkers and non－energy uSe Of fuels，SuCh as
feedstocks for petrochemicals，lubricating oils，etc．）and the emissions fron raw
materialsin variousindustrial processes；i．e．non－ferrous metal smeltering，
Sulfuric acid production（SOx），and ce血ent manufacturing（CO2）．
－8－





























1．Countries by These Energy Consumption，Energy
SourCeS and Data Source（19Countries）．







2）ENERGY BALANCES OECD COUNTRIES OECD1971－1988
Japan
3）Chinese Energy Statistics Yearbook1989，



































1．Countries by This Energy Sources（non－Energy






（2）lethod of Emission EstiJLateS
E皿issions of SOx，NOx and CO2　by country have been estimated for each of the　27
fuels and of the17　sectors by multiplying volumes of fuel consuned by the
e皿issions per unit of fuel consuⅢption（emission factors）．For this purpose，
Ye analyzed sulfur contents of fuels for emission factors of SOx and developed
e皿ission factors for NOx applicable to Asian countries based on the studies of
TheJapan Environmental Agency（JEA），the Tokyo班etropolitan Govern皿ent，and
Environment Protection Agency（EPA）of the United States．Further，CO2　factors
have been developed on the basis of the results of a study on the average content
Of carbon（C）by fuels made by Oak Ridge Associated Universities，Inc．，etc．
Esti皿ateS Of the SOx，NOx and CO2　eElissions by areas vithin China aIldIndia have
been made by allocating estimated amounts of emissions of the whole country to each
area Yithin the country on the basis of sectoralindicies ofiron＆ore production，
etc．
AIso，We made fact－finding trips to ChiIla，India，Thailand and South Korea to
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III．The Resuit of the Survey
1．Charactez－istics of Energy Consu血ptionin the Asian Region
（1）Socio－Econo血icIndices and Pri血ary Energy ConsuJlption
①The Asian regions proportion world populationin1987was remarkably high at
57percent（56percentin1975）．In contrast，GDPin real ter皿S and the
primary energy consumption were stilllow at17percent（13percentin1975）
and20percent（17peI・cefltin1975）respectively．The AsiaIl region，however，is
the region enjoying the fastest expansion ofits economy and primary energy
COnSumptionin the world as shownin anincreasein the shares of real GDP
and energy consu皿ption（See Table－4）．
②The primary energy COnSu叩tionin Asia had beenincreased tol，620皿illion toe
in1987frotn LO40million toein1975with the average annual growth rate of
3．8percent exceeding2．4percent world average gro留th rate．Though this growth
rate was belov those of撼iddle Eastern，African，and LatinAmerican regions，the
a皿Ountincreased was thelargest，at　580million toe，in the world．
③Since energy consunption per capitain Asian region at597kg toein1987was
theleastin the world，One－third of thatin the world and one－thirteenth of
that of North A血erica，grOVth potentials for energy de血and are high（See Figure－3）．
④The primary energyintensity against GDP（＝the average annual rate ofincrease
Of the primary energy COnSumption／the average annual rate ofincrease of G7）P）
in Asiain the period fro瓜1975toJ87was O．7and vas belov the world average
Of O．8indicating that energy conservationin this region had been morein
PrOgreSS than the world average．
（2）Pri血ary Energy Consu皿ption by Energy Sources
①In the energy consu皿ptioIl by sourcesin Asia，the average annual rates of
increase for coal（5．1％），gaS（11．6％），and nuclear energy（19．7％）exceeded
that of the total primry energy COnSumption．in particular，COal consunption
anOunted t0　699　million toein1987and exceeded　595　million toein USSR－East
European countries tnaking this region thelargest consumer Of coal with the
Share of　32％in the world．
Xoreover，COal accounted for the highest share of43％replacing oilin
energy consumption by sourcesin Asia which made Asia the only region with the
highest share of coalin the energyJnix（See Figure－4）．
②Asia was also thelargest consumer of vegetal fuels vith38％share of the world
－12－
Table4．PopulatiorL，GDP and PriTmry Energy ConsuInPtion：Macro Regions
Macro regions
Date Regional percentagesnnual r8te　Of in一
rease 1975ノ87（％）








ion1975 1987 1975 1987 19751987 1975 1987 1975 1987 1975 1987
Sia 2，196 2，714 1，428 2，644 1，0361，620 5 ．4 56．7 13．3 17．4 17．2 20．1 1．8 5．3 3．8
CeanI8 17 20 138 192 73 95 0．4 0．4 1．3 1．31．2 1．2 1．2 2．8 2．1
iddle　East 119 171 367 476 74 214 3．1 3．6 3．4 3．1 1．2 2．7 3．1 2．2 9．3
frica 307 449 274377 181 302 7．9 9．4 2．6 2．5 3．0 3．8 3．2 2．7 4．4
atin　America 291 384 510 722 309 487 7．5 8．0 4．8 4．75．1 6．1 2．3 2．9 3．9
Orth　Alnerica 239 270 3，238 4，633 1，868 2，100 6．1 5．6 30．2 30．430．9 26 1 1．0 ． 1．0
estern Europe343 356 2，323 3，066 1．114 l，317 8．8 7．4 21．6 20．1 18．4 16．4 0．3 2．3 1．4
．Eur．exc．USSR 384422 2，453 3，121 1．387 1，905 9．9 8．8 22．9 20．5 23．0 23．7 0．8 2．0 2．7
Orld　Total 3，896 4，785 10，731 15，2326，042 8 039 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 1．7 3．0 2．4
ECD 710 767 6，558 9，318 3，3813，880 8．2 16．0 61．1 61．2 55．9 48．3 0．6 3．0 1．2
PE 1，372 1．587 2．650 3，582 1，794 2，612 35．2 33．2 24．7 23．529．7 32．5 1．2 2．5 3．2
C
Orld　Tota】
1．8132．431 1，523 2．332 868 1．547 46．8 50．8 14．2 15．3 14．4 19．2 2．5 3．6 4．9
3，896 4．785 10．731 15，2326．042 8，039 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 1．7 3．0 2．4
a）Primary energy consumption includes vegetal fuels．
Sources：”lnternation81Financiat Statistics”，Mar．1988，用F．
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in1987beingincreased byl．8％annually on the averagein the period between
1975and1987．Itis feared that this willincreaseloads on the global
environmentin addition to the use of coal．
2．Structures and the Trends of Energy ConsuJLptionin Asia
（1）Socio－Econo血icIndices and Pri且ary Energy ConsuJlption
①The average annual groYth rate of primary energy consumptionin Asian
COuntriesin the period between1975　and1987were high at more than6％in Asian
NIES，etc．and between5and6％in China，India，etc．Japan and some other
COuntries，however，remainedlow at betweenl and　2％．
②In1987，China accounted for40％of the total pri皿ary energy COnSu皿ptionin Asia，
Japan was at　23％，and，addingIndia，Indonesia，South Korea，North Korea，and
TaiYaIl，these seven countries accounted・for　90％　of the Asian total and the
remaining18countrieslO％．Thus，the energy consumptionin Asia differs videly
by country．
③Pri皿ary energy COnSu皿ption per capitairl皿OSt Asian countries hasincreased
in accordance withinprovementsin thelevels of their econo皿ies（i．e．GDP per
Capita）andisincreasing further following the course of theincreasein
Japan，Singapore，etc．（See Figure－5）
④Energyintensities，Whichindicate relations between the annual average growth
rates of GDP and pri皿ary enrgy COnSumption，Were O．3inJapan and O．6
in China against O．7for the total Asian countriesindicating that energy
COnSerVation had progressedin these countries，but were between O．9and
l．1for Asian NIEs and the main developing cuuntriesindicating that the growth
rate of GDP and the energy consunption were on the similarlevelin these
COuntries．
（2）Pri血ary Energy Consu血ption by Sources of Energy（See Figure－6）
①In the country－by－COuntry reView of the trends of the mix of three energy
SOurCeS，i．e．fossil fuels，pri血ary electricity，and vegetal fuels，Out Of the
primary energy COnSumption by energy sourcesin Asia，South Asian and Southeast
Asiarl COuntries hadJnOre than a　50％　sharein vegetal fLIels，but have been
Changingin the direction of decreasing their share andincreasing the share of
fossil fuels．Consu皿ption of vegetal fuelsin Asian region as a whole，however，
hasincreased at an average annual rate ofl．8％．The share of vegetal fuelsin
prinary energy consunption has been on the decreasein accordance with the
ー14－
Table5．Population，GDP8nd Prilary Energy Consu）Ption：Asian Countries
恥CrO reg ions
Date Regionat　PerCent8geSAnnu8 1 r8te　Of in－
creaSe 1975－’87（％）








ion1975 1987 1975 1987 19751987197519871975 1987 1975 1987
1，Chin8 933．0 1，088 ．8 184．6 470．2 354．6 648．6 42．0 39．6 12．9 17．7 34．2 39．8 1．3 8．1 5．2
2，J8P8n 111．6 122 ．1 831．5 1，370．7 326．4 371．7 5．0 4．4 58．2 51．7 31．5 22．8 0．8 4．3 1．1
3バnd i8 600．8 781．4 148．4 250．6 145．1 228．5 27 ．0 28．4 10．4 9．5 14 ．0 14．0 2．2 4．5 3．9
4，lndones ia 130．5 170 ．2 54．2 100．9 37．7 67．9 5．9 6．2 3．8 3．8 3．6 4．2 2．2 5．3 5．0
5，S ．Kore8 35．3 41．6 43．1 111．7 28．0 66．11．6 1．5 3．0 4．2 2．7 4．1 1．4 8．37．4
8 ．N．Kore8 15．9 21．4
25，1 71．9
29 ．3 42．1 0．7 0．8
1．8 2．7
2 ．8 2．6 2．5
9．2
3．1
7，T8iw8n 16，2 19 ．7 15 ．1 37．8 0 ．7 0．7 1．5 2．3 1．7 8．0
8，Th8 日8nd 41．9 53 ．6 22．0 47．5 18 ．6 30．5 1．9 1．9 1．5 1．8 1．8 1．9 2．1 6．6 4．2
9，P8k ist8n 71．0 102 ．2 20．543．5 13 ．3 28．7 3．27 1．4 主6 1．3 1．8 3．1 6．5 6．6
0，Ph‖軸の nes 42．1 57 ．4 26．0 36．3 17 ．7 20．5 1．9 2．1 1．8 1．4 1．7 1．3 2．6 2．8 1．2
1，H818ySia 11．9 16 ．5 16．3 33．5 7 ，6 17．9 0 ．5 0．6 1．1 1．3 0．7 1．1 2．8 6．2 7．4
2，88ng18desh 79．0 102．6 12．4 19．0 6 ．8 10．7 3 ．6 3．7 0．9 0．7 0．7 0．7 2．2 3．7 3．8
3，V ietn8ロ 47．6 82 ．8 4．7 7．1 10 ．1 10．5 ‾ 2．1 2．3 0．3 0．3 1．0 0．6 2．3 3．6 0．3
4，Hong Kong 4．4 5 ．6 15．4 45．8 4 ．3 9．1 0 ．2 0．2 L l 1．7 0．4 0．6 2．1 9．5 6．6
5，S in帥POre 2．3 2 ．6 7．8 17．54 ．2 8．6 0 ．1 0．1 0．50．7 0 ．4 0．5 1．2 7．0 8．2
6，Hep81 12．6 17 ．8 1．7 2．7 2 ．9 8．2 0 ．6 0．6 0．1 0．13 5 2．9 3．7 9」
7，晴囲∩乃8r 30．2 39．1 4．3 6．4 4 ．8 5．9 1．4 1．4 0．3 0．2 0．40．4 2．2 3．3 2．2
8，Sri L8nk8 13．5 16．4 3．2 5．6 2 ．7 3．7 0 ．6 0．6 0．2 0．2 0．3 0．2 1．6 4．9 2．5
9，人fghanist8n 11．8 15．2 2．6 3．0 2 ．7 3．3 0 ．5 0．6 0．2 0．1 0．3 0．2 2．2 1．2 L 8
0，Mo叩O lia 1．42 2．03 0 ．83 1．64 1．53 3．0 1 0 ．1 0．1 0．1 0．1 0．1 0．2 3．0 5．8 5．8
1，Brune i 0．16 0．23 2 ．99 3．65 0．21 2．11 0 ．0 0．0 0．2 0．1 0．0 0，1 3．4 1．7 21．3







0．1 0．1 0．8 2．3
9．9
4．Holdives 0．13 0．20 0．03 0．0 0．0 0．0 0．0 3．4
5．‰C8日 0．27 0 ．43 0．33 0．0 0．0 0．0 0．0 4．0
As i8 Tot81 ，223．8 ，75 1．0 1，427．5 ，849．4 1，035．8 1，628 ．9 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 100．0 1．8 5．3 3．8
8）Priq8ry energy COnS日印tion inc Iudes Yegeta l fue ls
SourCeS：”DebOgraPhiC Yearbook’’，UN．”st8tistiC81Yearbook of the Repub＝c of China”，1989，The Republic of China．
”Nation8】Accounts StatistiCS：An81ysis of Main A甜regateS”，UN．
”Energy Balances of OECD Countries””Yortd Energy StatistiCS8nd Balances”．1971－1988，OECD／tEA．”Energy Statistics



























improvementin thelevel of econoTny（GDP per capita），and，in comparison to the
trendsin various countries，itis found out that when GI）P per capita exceeded
SOme3，000US do11ars（1980US dollar），thelevels of Taiwan and South Koreain
1987，the dependence on vegetal fuels became nil（See Figure－7）．
甘eanwhile，the share of primary electricity generated by hydraulic and
nuclear powers has been on theincreasein the Philippines，Pakistan，Japan，
South Korea．Taiwan．etc．，and there was a shiftin the trend of dependency fron
Vegetal fuels to fossil fuels and further to primary electricity generation
in Asian couIltries．
②From1975to1987，the trend of coal，Oil，and gasin the fossil fuel mixin
AsiaII COuIltries as a whole showed anincreasein the share of coal（1975：37％，
1987：43％）and gas（1975：2％，1987：5％）at the cost of oil（1975：40％，1987：
31％），Which皿eant that the g％decreasein the share oil had been substituted by
COal and gas with6％and3％respectively．
From a country－by－COuntry reViev，it was found out that there were both extre皿eS
tolower the share of oil：While so皿e COuntries，SuCh as皺alaysia，Bangladesh，
Indonesia，虹yanmer，etc．haveincreased the share of gas，Others such as TaiYan，
South Korea，Iong Kong，China，etc．increased the share of coal，and there were
COuntrieslikeJapan and Thailand Yhoincreased both gas and coal．
（3）Trendsin Energy Consu軋ption by Sector
1）Final EfLergy Consumption Sector
①RegardiIlg the tfendsin the share of the thfee SeCtOrS，i．e．theifldustrial，
transportation，and→other”sectors，in the final eIlergy COnSumption，South
Asian and Southeast Asian countriesin which”other”sector accouIlted for
皿Ore than　50％have　皿ade a shift to theindustrial sector from”other”
SeCtOr and South Korea，髄alaysia，etc．tO theindustrial and transportation
SeCtOrS froJn”other”sector．InJapan and North Korea，anincreasein the
Shares of transportation and”other”sectors froJn theindustrial sector was
Observed（See Figure－8）．
②It was discvered that the economiclevel（per capita GI）P）and the share of
”other”sector whichincluded deJnand for residential and other usesin
final energy consunption（in1987）were closely related．Nepal，脹yanmar，and
Bangladesh having small Gl）P per capita had alarge share of resideIltial and
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SeCtOr decreased with the extent ofindustrializationin the order from South
Asianlow－inco血e COuntries，ASEAN countriesin Southeast Asia，and NIEs．On the
contrary，inJapan and Brunei，the share of”otheジ　sectorincreased，and a
turning point fro皿decrease toincrease seemed to be some　8，000　dollars
（1980US dollar）of GI）P per capita whichis thelevel enjoyed by Singapore and
封ong Kong at present（See Figure－9）．
③The share of elecricity consu皿ptionin final energy consu皿Pyion（the
rate of electrification）becomeslarger with theimprOVement Of economiclevels
（GDP per capita）．In Nepal．ⅡyarlJnar，and Viet Nam．the rate of electrification
VaS aSlow asless than蛸，but this became higherin South Asianlov胃incone
COuntries，Southeast Asian ASEAN countries，and NIEsin this order，and the
highestinJapan，Brunei，Singapore，and Hong Kong with more than20％（See
Figure胃10）．
（Industrial Sector）
①In the co皿pOSition of the three kinds of energy．i．e．fossil fuels，
electricity，and vegetal fuels，in fiIlal energy coflSu皿ption forindustrial
use，the share of fossil fuels wasincreasedin place of vegetal fuelsin South
and Southeast AsiaII COuntries，While the share of electricity wasincreasedin
place of fossil fuelsin the rest of the countries．Heanvhile，in the
CO皿pOSition of coal，Oil，and gasin the fossil fuels，SOne COuntries had
substituted gas for oil，While others coal for oil（Figure－11）．
②Japanlead thelist of energy consu皿ption per capitain theindustrial
sector followed by NIEs，China，and誠alaysia，While Nepal and Bangladesh were
thelowest．AJnOng the皿，Japan and the Philippines had decreased consu皿ption during
the period from1975and1987，While the rest hadincreasedit．撼eanwhile，China
and Viet Nan hadlarge energy consumption perindustrial GDPindicating energy
inefficiencyin theirindustrial sector agaist GDPin general．
（Transportation Sector）
①　The皿ix of eIlergy SOurCeS for final energy consu血ptionin the transportation
sector was　89．4％　for oil，9．0％for coal，andl．6％　for electricityindicating that
oil was the dominant energy sourcein most of the countries，and the share of coal
had been on the decrease naking a shift to oilin China andIndia．
The total amOunt Of coal consumediII China，however，had been on the
increase（See Figure－12）．







thelargestin1987followed byJapan，NIEs and ASEAN countriesin this order．
During the period fro皿1975　to1987，South Korea，Taiwan，Thailand，and Brunei，
Showed the highest growth．Thailand，麗alaysia，and Sri Lanka hadlarger
energy consumption per GDPindicating that transportation activities were
brisker thaIl Other economic activitiesin these countries．
（”Other”sector）
①In the compOSition of three energies，i．e．fossil fuels，electricity，and
Vegetal fuels．in the final energy consu皿Ption of the”other”sector，Vegetal
fuels accounted for more than　50％in nOSt Of the South and Southeast Asian
COuntries，but the share of vegetal fuels had been on the decrease and that of
fossil fuels or electricity hadincreasedinstead．AIso，a Shift from fossil
fuels to electricity was witnessedinJapan and Asian NIEs．減eanvhile，in the
CO皿pOSition of three kinds of energy sources，i．e．coalt oil，and gas，amOng
fossil fuels，a Shift to oil WaS Witnessedin South Korea andIndia who had high
dependence on coal，and anincreasein the share of gas vas witnessedin Hong
Kong，撼alaysia，and other countries with high dependence on oil（See
Pigure－13）．
②In1987，the energy consu皿ption per capitain the”other”・SeCtOr WaSlargerin
Japan，Brunei，South Korea，and Nepalindicating thatit was related to
heating de血andin Yinter and air conditioning denand throughout the year asin
the case of Brunei．These countries and NIEs showed a substantialincreasein
COnSu皿ption from1975　to1987，While the other countries almost remained unchanged
indicating that energy consu皿ptionill the”other”sector consisting mainly
Of residential use did notincreaseiIl developing countries．In the meantime．
the energy consumption per GI）P waslargein South Asian countries，SuCh as
Nepal，Viet Nam，甘yanmar，etc．becoming sJnallerin ASEAN countries and NIEsin
this order shoving the necessity of energy consunptionin the”other”sectors
COnSisting mainly of residential uses regardless of the size of GDP．
2）Energy Conversion Sector
（Electricity Generation Sector）
①In the composition of the three energy sources of fossil fuels，nuClear power，
and hydraulic and other powers putinto electricity generation，the share of
fossil fuels had been on theincreaseinIndia，Indonesia．Thailand．etc‥　the









Philippines，Viet Nam，Pakistan，etc．，and the share of nuclear power had been
On theincreasein South Korea，TaiwaIl，andJapan．巌eanwhile，in the conposition
Of the three fossil fuels of coal，Oil，aIld gas，SOne COuntries had converted
Oil to gas，Vhile others to coal，and some Others to both gas and coal．The
Share of coal was highin China（1975：75％，1987：85％）andinIndia（1975：
86％，1987：90％），but a shiftin the trend toward coal vas still observedin
both countries（See Figurer14）．
②The elecricity generation efficiencies（equivalent to calories generatedin
feal termS Which arelarger than the gross calories generated）Yere betweeIl28％
and40％in Asian countriesin1987．Among the皿Japan was the highest followed by
NIEs，ASEAN countries and South Asian countriesin this order．The electricity
generation efficiency had beenimproved renarkablyin Singapore，China，etc．
from1975to1987（See Figure－15）．The grosslossesin the electricity
generation sector（a total of thein－plant consu皿ption and transmission
losses）in these countries were betweenlO％and30％，and by country，Japan
had the smallest percentage folloved by NIEs，ASEAN countries，and South Asian
COuntries asiIl the same order of the generation efficiency（See Figure－16）．
－22－
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3．Air Pollution andIts Xeasuresin Asian髭egion
（1）The Present Situation of Air Pollution
①Of the25Asian countries，the present situation of air pollutionincluding the
qualitative oneis known onlyin13countries（China，Japan，India，Indonesia，
South Korea，Thailand，Pakistan，the Philippines．班alaysia，Hong Kong，
Singapore，and Nepal）．In these countries，air pollutionin urban areas，
especiallyin the metropolitan areas，had been aggravated．The causes of this
air pollution are classifiedinto a）flOrthern parts of China（Tung－pei and
且ua－pei districts）．and the皿etrOpOlitan areasin South Korea，etc．Where
heatingis neededin winter time，b）the metropolitan areasin Southeast Asian
COuntries（except Singapore），India，and Pakistan vhere a number of unfixed
CarS areincreasing，C）urban areasin NIEs such as South Korea，Taiwan，Hong
Kong，Singapore，etc．Where the number of carsisincreasing rapidlyin addition
to the rapidindustrial develop血ent，d）the metrOpOlitan and other areasin
Japan where the number of carsisincreasinly offsetting the effect of the
regulation on NOxin autotnobile exhaust gas emission．
②Regarding at皿OSpheric concentration of S02，Cities exceeding a guideline of YHO
（40－60fLg／m3），in the atnOSpheric concentration of SO2（an average of5years
fro皿1980to1984）of14Asian citieslisted by UNEP／YHO，Were ShengTyang
Soul，Xian，Beijing，撼anila，Canton，Calcutta，Shanghai，Hong Kong，and New Delhi
in this order of the皿agnitude，and citieslower than the guideline腎ere Tokyo，
Osaka，Bonbei，and Bangkock．Alargeincreasein the SO2concentration was recorded
in Canton，Shanghai，Beijing，and NewI）elhi．Theincreasein Canton and Shanghai
YaS COnSidered to be the result the rapidindustrial developJnent（See Figure－17）．
③Regarding the atmOSPheric concentration of NO2，Of4citiesin Asia shown by
UNEP／YHO．Osakaled thelist with60　〟g／m3，followed by Hong Kong with45
fLg／血　3，Singapore with40　pg／血　3，and New Delhi with33FLg／ml（an average
from1980to1987）．班eaIIWhile，enVironDental standards for the atznospheric
COnCentration of NO2　Were eXCeededin many citiesinJapan and Taiwan，andinIong
Kong．
④Acid rains with pH value between4％and5％were frequent all overJapan except
打okkaido，Soulin South Korea，Xi－nan．Chu－nan，andliua－nan districtsin China，
and they cast serious proble血S eSpeCiallyin Guizhou and Sichuan provinces．
（2）Air Pollution Yeasures
















Philippines，拝ong Kong，and Singapore），Yhile environdlental standards or
guidelines for NOコ　are Set upin9countries（China，Japan，India，Indonesia，
South Korea，Taivan，Thailand，the Phlippines，and Hong Kong）．
②撼easures to guarantee environmental standardsincludei血prOVementSin
the combustion efficiency，COal－WaShing，and high stacks as foundin China．
AIso，neaSureS forlow－Sulfurization of fuels are carried outinJapan，South
Korea，and Taiwan，butinstallmentS Of fluegas desulfurization and
denitrification uIlits as carried outinJapafl are SCarCely fourld outin the
Other countries．
As for regulations oIl autO皿Obile exhaust gas e皿ission．other thanJapan
Vhiel has put regulationinto practice since1973，0nly South Korea has carried
Out Similar regulation sinceJuly of1987．Thus，in Asia，eXCeptJapan，tneaSureS



































4．ELlission Factors of SOx，NOx，and CO　2
（1）SOx
The amOunt Of the SOx e皿ission resulting fro皿energy COnSuElption was estimated
by multiplying the a血Ount Of the energy consumption，dividinginto17kinds of
energy consu叩tion sectors and　27kinds of fuels，by emission factors of SOx
COrreSpOnding to each kind of the division．Further皿Ore，the amount of the SOx
e圧Iission from Other sources than energy consuⅢption was esti皿ated from the
aⅢOunt Of the e皿ission fro皿l Smeltering and recovery of sulfuric acidin the
non－ferrous metals and sulfuric acid manufacturingiIldustries respectively．
Further，aS forJapan，the aJnOunt Of SOx was estimated based upon the amOunt Of the
SOx emission fandin the Environment Agency‾S”A Comprehensive Study on Air and
Environmental Pollutants”plus an estimate fro皿the above一mentioned amount of fuel
Oil consu皿ption and enission factors regarding the sectors excludedin the study．
①　Emission factors of SOx Ifl View of the fact that fluegas desulfurization units
are scarcelyinstalledin Asian countries exceptJapan，We Carried out our study
by applying the eJnision factors of SOx without fluegas desulfurization uIlits to
Asian countries other thaIIJapan．At the sa血e time．this皿ethod was applied to the
estimate of the amount of the emissionin”Yithout Fluegas DesulfurizatioII Case of
Japan．”The results of the esti皿ateis givenin Table－6．The enission factor S
in the Tableindicates sulfur contents of fuels（expressedin％），and since hard
COal，brown coal，and petroleun products have different values by consumiIlg
COuntr・ies，We made a review on a countryMby－COuntry basis．Yith respect to
fuels other than the above，We reViewed sulfur contents of these fuelsin comOn
amOng the countries and set up the e皿isiorl factors as follows：
a．Sulfur contents of fuels Since sulfur contents of hard coal，brovn coal，and
main petroleum prOducts vary widely by regions，We made a revieY On a
COuntry－by，COuntry basis，and especially for hard coal，We reViewed the sulfur
COntentS by regions of China andIndia．The result of the revieYis givenin
Figures－19　thfOugh－21a11d Table－7．The charLgeSin the trendsiIl the sulfur
contents are assumed to be none through the period from1975to1987due to the
Shortage of the data．Nevertheless，We reViewed the changesin the yearly trendin
the sulfur contents of fuels arLd reflected the result to the emissi．on factorsin
Japan，South Korea，and Taiwanin which fuel oillow－Sulfurization measures are
ー28－




























































Non Specified15．5￥S 38本S 0．01 0．0092 a）．腱S
TransfornatlOn












15．5氷S 38：鴫 0．01 0．0092 訂．0末S
15．5寒S 15．i泳S 17．7末S 38＊S 0．01 0．0092 a）．（如S










Res idential12．0￥S 12．0寒S 17．7＊S10．0 10．0 3．8本S 0．01 0．0092 皿．0ネS
Agriculture，
ComPerCe etC．
12．0￥S 12．0大S 17．7末S 3．帥S 0．01 0．0092加．0米S
I
Notel：The factors are available only when thereis noinstellJnent Of fluegas
desulfurization．
Note2：XS：Sulfur COntentS Of fuels（％）
－29－
positively carried out as environJnental zneasures．
AJnOng Sulfur contents of coke oven coke，COke oven gas，patent fuel，and BKB，those
Of coke oven coke and coke oven gas are established so that the sulfur content of
hard coal，the凪aterial of these fuels，tO be reflected referring to”Air
Pollution ftandbook，Volume of Combustion．edited by National Air PollutionIiesearch
Association，Corona Publishing Co．．”and the sulfur content of briquettein the
Eandbook was applied to those of patent fuel and BKB．
Among the sulfur contents of natural gas，gaS WOrks gas．blast furnace gas，
refiIlery gaS，NGL and LPG，We referred to”compilation of Air Pollutant E皿ission
Factors，VoluneI，U．S．EPA，1985”for that of natural gas．Itis assu皿ed that the
Sulfur contents of gas works gas，blast furnace gas，refinery gas，and NGL are the
Same aS that of natural gas．Further，for LPG，itis set up referring to the above
docu皿ent Of U．S．EPA and theIIaIldbook．
Of the sulfur conteIltS Of bagasse，fuelwood，Charcoal，and other non－COm皿erCial
fuels，those of bagasse and fuelwood are estimated referring to the data of U．S．
EPA（1985），and those of charcoal and the other non－CO血merCial fuels are set up
assu皿iIlg that they are the saJne aS those of bagasse arld fuelvood．
b．The rate of at勘OSpheric release of sulfur by conbustion Of the sulfur contents
Of fuels，the rate of the amount to be retainedin ash vs．the amount to be
releasediIl the at血OSphere at the tine Of coDbustion and the rate of the a血Ount tO
be retainedi11the raw materials or products the皿Selves vs．the amount to be
releasedin the atmosphere are estimatediIl the following皿aIlner．
The rates of atJnOSPheric release of sulfurin hard and brovn coals are assumed at
97．5％in the electricity generation sector and　77．5％in theindustrial sector
except electricity generationindustry andindustriesin the”other”sector based
on the data of the U．S．EPA（1985）．Further，in the”other”sector，the rateis
Set up at　60％in view of thelov efficiency of the combustionin the sector．
Itis assu血ed that　86％of the sulfur contents of aniron ore（assumed to be
O．03％）are releasedin the atnosphere based on an assumption that fiveTSixth of
the sulfu工・in coke oven coke usedin theiron　＆　steelindustry are to be retained



















































































































Res idential 0．013 0．0136 20．0末S 20．0水S 20．0米S 加．0水S
Agriculture，
Com山erCe etC．
0．013 0．0136 20．0ネS 20．0＊S 20．0末S 20．0本S
Notel：The factorsareavailable onlywhen thereis noinstellment of fluegas
desulfurization．
Note2：米S：Sulfur COntentS Of fuels（％）
－31－
These e皿ission factors are set up on the basis of the a血Ount Of coke oven coke used
（one ton of coke oven cokeis used for three tons of aniron ore）．
In the cement manufacturing process，Cementitself absorbs the sulfur and the rate
Of the absorptionis esti皿ated at　75胃85％，in order to calculate the emission
factors，based on”TrendsinIndustry and Environment，JapanInstitute for Social
and Econimic Affairs，August1989．”In this case，the weight of standard coals
needed to manufacture one ton of cement are estimated at126kilogramSinJapan，
165kilogra皿Sin NIEs，and195kilograEnSiIl the other Asian countries，and the
rates of SOx absorption at85％，80％，and75％respectively．
C．Unidentified a叡Ount Of consuJ）ptionin the energy transformation sector Since
the whole or a part of the a皿Ount uSed for the energy transformationin coke ovens，
gas works，and oil refineriesin the energy transformation sector cannot be
identified，they are estimatedin the following manner．
In the case of coke ovens，in which coke oven gasis used as an energy source，it
is estimated based on the data fron theJapaneseiron＆oreindustry that18％of
the generated coke oven gas be usedin the heating of the coke ovens．
In the case of gas works，itis esti皿ated that，in addition to gas oil and fuel
Oil，10％of the raw血aterials be consumed as fuels for heating．One percent of the
iIlput Of natural gasis，however，aSSumed to be uSed for heating．
In the oil refineries，Since fuels for usein boilers and oil fumaces are counted
in the consunption of the refineryin the energy transfor皿ation sector，theIlitis
assumed that　2．3％　of the sulfur contaiIledin the crude oil and feedstocks are
eDitted through fluid catalytic cracking other than the above（See”sulfur Dioxide
Enmissions fron Oil RefiIleries aIld Combustion of Oil Productsin Yestern Europe
（1989），Report No．2／91，CONCAYE，April199ド）．
②The a凪Ount Of the SO Z e血issionin non－ferrous血etal refining and sulfuric acid
production Alarge aLnOunt Of SO2is enitted froJn the smeltering process of
non－ferrous metals such as broIIZe，Zinc，etc．InJapan，these exhausted gasses fron
the smeltering were releasedinto the atmosphere before，but most of them are
recovered nov to produce sulfuric acid．They are，however，Still releasedinto the










































































































（1）Sulfur contents on a production basis
l）Data collected through our field trips：China，India，South Korea，and
ThailaIld
2）Quoted from ESCAP data：Indonesia．North Korea，Pakistan，Kyan皿ar，
Afghanistan，and Xongolia
3）Survey datainJapan：the Philippines aIld Viet Nam
4）”coal Xining Yeanbook，the Tex Report LT】）．肩，胃coal and Technology for
Utilization，NationalInstitute of Resources，Science and TechIlOlogy Agency
：Japan．
5）The average ofIndia，Indonesia，and the Philippines at O．62％applied to
unavailable data：Bangladesh
（2）Sulfur contents on a consu血ption basis
l）Sulfur contents on a consumption basis are calculated by veighted average of
dotnestic production andinports．
2）Sulfur contents ofimpOrted coal”coal Xining Yearbook，the Tex Report LTD．”
”Report on ASEAN Coal Producing Countries．theInstitute of Energy Econonics
Japan’，but O．6Z％（actuallevel ofJapanin1985）is applied to countries
Yhere data oD Sulfur contentsis not available．
3）Sulfur contentsinclude brown coalin couIltries Yhere brown coalis used．The
sulfur content of broYn COalis set up at1．5ti血eS hard coalinJapan，India，
North Korea．the Philippines，and Singapore，because of thelack of datain
these countries．








































（1）Sulfur conteIlt On a prOduction basis
l）Centrally－distributed coal
The average sulfur content of centrallyrdistributed coal by Provinceis established
by calculating the Yeighted average of the average sulfur content of centrally－
distributed coal by Province obtained at the consultation（madein February1990）
Of Chinese Coal Distribution Corporation and the sulfur content of centrally－
distributed coal by coal nines and production quantities of coal by coal mines
listedin”Handbook oIIIndustrial EIlterprises，ed．BeijiIlg Academic Society for
Environ皿ental Science，1990．’
2）Local coal
Data obtained at the above consultation，andl．硝　for ShaIlXi Province andl．9先
fo工‘Neimenggu are set up based on the fIaIldbook．Though ve haveinforDlation at the
COnSultation that the sulfur content oflocal coalis higher than those of centrally
－distr’ibuted coalin the other ProviIICeS，the sa皿e Sulfurlevel of centrally－
distributed coalis applied tolocal coal because the details are not available．
Furthermore．the sulfurlevel of the Provinces（Yith asterisks）Yith no centrallYA
distributed cPal血inesis established by the arithmetic mean of those of the
neighboring Provinces．
3）Totai
The sulfur content on a production basisis calculated by the veighted average of
the quantities of production of centrally－distributed coai andiocal coal．
（2）Sulfur content on a consu瓜ption basis
The sulfur content on a consu叩tion basisis calculated based on the quantities
Of cerltraHYTdistributed coal transferred between Provinces TeCOrdedin”china Coal
Statitistical Yearbook1986，”etc．and on the assu血ption that there vas nolocal



































（1）On a productioIl basis
Arithmetic皿ean by States of sulfur contents by coal皿ineslistedin”xukherjee et
al，Fuel Science and Technology Vol．1，No．1，July‘82∵But，brovn coals，
accourlting for4．鍋of the total，are nOtiIICluded due tolack of data On the
Sulfurlevels．
（2）On a consu血ption basis
Since the production quantity of the high sulfur coalsin Assa血andJamu＆
Eash皿iris s皿all，itis assuDed that no transferis皿ade to the other States，and
Since a variation of sulfurlevelsin the other Statesis small，the national
averageinIndiais applied to the States having no coal production．
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1，China 0．120　水 0．032 水 0．16 米0．40　本 1．20 本 1．50 本
2，Japan 0．004 0．004 0．40 0．400．40 1．09
3，India 0．180　来 0．200　米 0．80　末 1．44 米1．44 本 3．20 末米
4，lndonesia0．005 0．160　＊ 0．50 0．50 0．502．8 ＊
5，S．Korea 0．005 0．012　本 0．40 0．400．40 2．84
6，N．Korea 0．120　米本 0．032　氷水 0．16　本末 0．40 本米1．20　本末 1．50 本米
7，Taiwan 0．125 0．080 米 0．50 1．00 1．001．70
8，Thailand0．035 0．020 0．66 0．50．－ 2．92
9，Pakist8n0．001 0．160　＊ 1．00 1．00 1．003．20 氷水
0，Phillippines0．035 0．020　＊水 1．00 1．00 1．003．20 ＊
1，Ha18ySia0．140 0．160　米 0．96 0．96 0．963二2 ＊
2，Bang18desh 0．180　氷水0．200 水木 0．80　米水 1．44 出 1．44 本＊ 3．20 米X
3，Vietnan 0．120 本末 0．032 米水 0．16　水木0．40 本X 1．20　水水 1．50 XX
4，Hong Kong 0．020 0．080　水水0．50 0．50 0．50 2．20　米水
5，Singapore 0．14002 水木 0．46 0．46 0．48 1．60 米
6，Nep81 0．180　水木 0．200　水木0．80 木本 1．44 米本 1．44　＊米 3．20 米本
7，Hyanmar 0．180　XX 0．200　米米0．80 太東 1．44 XX 1．44 出 3．20 水
8，Sri Lanka 0．180 氷水 0．200 水木 0．80 米本1．44 水木 1．44 出 3．20 水木
9，Afg8nistan 0．180 氷水 0．200 米米 0．80 本末 1．44 水米 1．44　＊米3．20 塞米
0，Mongolia 0．120　寒水 0．032 x水 0．16　水木 0．40 水木 1．20 米本 1．50 米本
1，Brunei 0．005　本末 0．160 本末 0．50 未来 0．50 幕末 0．50 塞水 2．60 水木
2，KampuChea 0．120　幕末 0．032　太東 0．16 紺 0．40 米本 1．20 XX 1．50 水木
3，L80S 0．120 氷水 0．200　水木 0．80 米本 0．40 米本 1．20 XX 1．50 水木
4，Ⅱ01dives 0．180 本末 0．200　米米 0．80 水木 1．44 出 1．44　米米 3．20 氷水
5，MaC8u 0．020　x米 0．032　XX 0．50　氷水 0．50　米本 0．50　氷水 2．20　xX
Renarks：
Thailand；”Imports and Exports of Petroleu皿Productsin the Asian／Pacific Region：
Present Siturations and Potentials”
Other Countries；”current and future Gasoline andI）iesel Fuel Qualityin the Eastern
tlemishere，Product engineering Department Caltex Petroleum Corporation
R．J．Organ，Nisseki Review
Eowever，0．04and O．16are applied to aviation gasoline and jet fuels
respectively，referring to the specificationsin Taivan，Japan，and South
Korea，because no datais available for these products．
＊：Specifications are available，but the actual datais not available．
Eighty percent of the specification figureis applied referring to the
rate of the actual data against the specificatioIl．
‡＊：The valuesin sinilar countries are applied．
Indian data applied to（Afghanistan，Bangladesh，Burma，Sri Lanka，
Haldives，Nepal，and Laos），China to（North Korea，滅ongolia．
Vietnan，Laos，Cambodia，and耳acau），Taiwan to（封ong Kong），
Hong Kong to（雑acau），the Philippines to（IndoIleSia afld Pakistan），
and Thailand to（the Philippines andSingapore）．The average sulfur
levelin1986and1987is applied to fuel oils of Hong Kong and撼acau．
The sulfurlevels of fuel oilsinJapan，South Korea and Taiwan and
gas oilin South Korea are thosein1987，and thosein the other years
arelistedin a different table．
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produced fro皿the sulfuric ore or SO2froJn the conbustion of sulfur，and around2
to5％of the sulfur are e皿itted depending on processess Without turninginto
Sulfuric acid．
These amounts of SO2e血ission are estiⅢated based on the production quantities
Of bronze・Zinc，lead，and tinin the United Nation‾s statistics by country and
the productiorlquantity of sulfuric acidin the Sulfuric Acid Notebook published by
Japan Sulfuric Acid AssociatioIl．
⑧The aJLOunt Of the SOx e瓜issioninJapan LoY Sulfurization of fuels has been
implemented since the end of the1960－sinJapan as a neasure for the reduction of
the e皿ission of SOx，and at the same tinelarge－SCale fluegas desulfurization units
have beeninstalledin generation and other plants since around1970．leanvhile，
the amOunt Of the SOx emission has been monitored forlarger emission sources of
the stationary sources by the Environment Agency as”comprehensive Survey of Air
Pollutants／
Thus，the total aⅢOuIlt Of SOxinJapanis estimated by adding the estimated amOunt
Of the s皿aller stationary emission sources which are notincludedin the Survey and
that of the皿Obile sources to the a皿OuIlt Of the SOx enission of the Comprehensive
Survey．The amOunt Of the SOx emission of the s血aller stationary sourcesis
esti皿ated by multiplying the uncaptured amount of fuel consumptionin the
Co皿Prehensive Survey，COmparillg that vith the a皿Ountin the”other”sectorJnainly
COnSisted of residential usesin the energy statistics，by the emission factor
describedin the above　①．Similarly，the aDOunt Of the emission from mObile
SOurCeSis estimated by the amount of fuel consumption aIld the emission factor
describedin the above　①．
（2）NOx
The amOunt Of the nitric oxides（NOx）e皿ission resulted from energy consuJnption
is estimated by multiplying the a皿Ount Of energy consumption mentionedin the above
3，dividedinto17　sectors of energy consunption and　27kinds of fuels，by the NOx
emission factors（equivalent to NO2）．As forJaparl，the amount of the NOx
e血issionis estinlated based ofl the amOunt Of the NOx emissioninJEA’S”A
Comprehensive Survey of Air Pollutants，”，and to this amount，the amount of
emissioIIS from part of the stationary sources thatis notincludedin the above
Survey and fro皿　the皿Obile sources esti血ated separatelyis added to get the total．
－38－




























































































7．50 9．00 2．29 0．31 2．24 5．09
7．50 8．38 9．00 2．29 0．31 2．24 5．09










Residential 1．88 1．802．25 1．88 1．88 1．60 0．22 1．57 1．70
Agriculture，
Coml肥rCe etC．




①E血ission factors of NOx In Asian countries other thanJapan，improvementsin
the combustion efficiency，installmentS Of fluegas denitrogen units，regulations of
the auto皿Obile exhaust gas eⅢissions as measures for thelinlitation of NOx
emissions have scarcely beenimplemented（In thermal power plantsin South Korea
and Taiwan，however，the cozDbustion efficiencyis beingimproved．And the
regulation on the automobile exhaust gas has been enforcedin Korea sinceJuly
1987）．Based on these Circumstances，a reView was皿ade by applying e皿mission
factors of NOx without environmental measures to Asian countries exceptJapan
（However，the NOx e皿ission factor coIISideriIlg thei皿pfOVementin the co皿bustion
efficiencyis applied to fuel oil burning ther皿al power plaIltSin Korea and
Taiwan）．This review was based on the cases without environmental皿eaSureSin the
information describedin such docuJnentS aS”survey on Emission Factors of Air
Pollutants at Stationary Combustion Facilities，Japan Heat Energy technology
Association，汰arch1978”byJEA，けsurvey on Air Pollutant EBission Factors
（Stationary Sources），Bureau of Environ皿ental Protection，Tokyo撼etropolitan
Government，August1973，”and”compilation of Air Pollutant E皿ision Factors，
Volu皿el，U．S．EPA，1985．”The result of the reviewis shovnin Table－8，and the
Outline of the procedures of determining emission factorsis as follows：
a．Energy TraIISfornation sector　腎ith respect to coke ovens，NOx emission factor
Per Calories from the data ofJEA are convertedinto the NOx eDission factors per
input amOunt Of hard coal utilizing”Air Pollution Handl）00k，Volume of Combustion，
National Air Pollution Research Association，CoroIla Publishing Co．”
As for gas works，the NOx emission factor perinput of feedstock naphthaiIl gaS
PrOducing ovensis set up based orl the data ofJEA，and the emission factor of
Crude oilis assumed at1．5　timeslarger than that of naphtha．Since the use of
COal at gas vorksin Asiais considered to be for horizontal ovens，itis assu血ed
that thelO％of coal andl％of natural gasinput to the gas works are for usein
heating．The emission factors forindustrial boilers are applied to theinput
amount of gas oil and fuel oil assuming that these oils are entirely used as fuels．
In oil refining，aS fuels for usein heating are counted as refinery fuels．
e皿ission factors per theinput of crude oil aIld feedstocks to fluid catalytic
cracking units are set up referring to the data of U．S．EPA．
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2．63 16．71 7．46 9．625．84
CheJnicaland 2．63 16．71 7．46 9．62 5．84
Petroche血iC81




























RtSidential 0．18 0．88 16．71 2．49 3．21 1．95
Agriculture，
CommerCeetC．
0．32 1．58 16．71 4．48 5．773．50
Note：The faCtOrS are aYailable when there are no combustion technology for NOx emission control，
instellnent of fluegas denitrification and regulations on the automobiIe exhaust gas emission．
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10．0kg／t，referring to the data of Tokyo撼etropolitan Government，JEA，and U．S．
EPA，taking nitrogen contents of oil and yet unrealizedimprOVeJnentSin the
COmbustion efficiencyinto consideration．Nevertheless，the eJnission factor of
6．45kg／tis set up for South Korea and Taiwn assu皿ing that thei叩rOVe皿entin the
COmbustion efficieIICy Vill be realizedin view of their enission standardS．Those of
kerosine and gas oil are set up referring to the data for gas turbines and diesel
engines prerared byJEA．The value of Tokyo耳etropolitan Governmentis adopted for
the emission factor for hard coa1，and85％of thatis applied for brown coal．Those
for natural gas and NGL are set up referriIlg tO the data nade by the U．S．EPA．
As for domestic（in－plant）consumption，the e血ission factors for fuels are
established by fuels referring to the dataJnade byJEA，Tokyo撼etropolitan
Govern皿ent，and the U．S．EPA．
b．The industrial sector As a variety of coJnbustion facilities are utilizedin the
industrial sector，the e皿ission factors are established only for two types of
indutries，Viz．theiron＆　steelindustry andindustries other than theiron＆　Steel
industry．
For coke ovens，Vhich have thelargest emissions of NOxin theiron＆Steel
industry，the emission factor per amouIlt Of coke consumedis used referring to the
emission factorin the data nade byJEA，takinginto consideration a close
COrelation between the output ofiron and the amount of coke consu皿ed．For the
Other fuels for heating，aS blast furnace gas and coke oven gas are much usedin
theindustry，the emission factor fof the furnace fof uSein steel rollingis set
up representing these gases based on the data ofJEA．For the other fuels，the
emission factor ofindustrial boilersis applied．
For theindustries other thaniron＆Steelindustry，aSin the domestic consumption
in the energy transformation sector，the emission factor ofindustrial boilersis
applied based on the data ofJEA．Tokyo盤etropolitan Govern皿ent，and U．S．EPA．
C．The transportation SeCtOr As for aviation，the e皿ission factoriTICludes the
e血missions during take－Off，landing，and flight，and the enission factor of gas
turbines from the data made byJEAis applied．









































































instellment of fluegasdenitrificationandregulations ontheautomobileexhaust gasemission・
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LPG，and the emission factors per volume Of fuel collSumPtion are established from
the a皿Ount Of the NOx emission per kilo皿eter Of car nlileage by kirlds of vehiclesin
”survey on Air Pollutant Emission Factors（Mobile sources），Bureau of
EnvironmeIltal Protection，TokyoⅡetropolitarl Government，August1973，”taking the
Vehicle fuel efficiencyinto consideratiorl．
For railroads and vessels，the e血ission factor of the nain diesel enginein
”Report on Survey of Esti皿ation Methods for Soot from Vessels，Research Group
On Vessel Soot ProblemS，JuIle1985”is applied．
d．肩The other’sector The emission factor of”the other”sector，COnSisting of
agriculture，COmmerCial，public，and residential uses，is set up referring to that
Of co皿血erCial and residential boilers of the U．S．EPA．
②E軋issions of NOxinJapan InJapan，installations of fluegas desulfurization
units for stationary emission sources and automobile exhaust gas regulations on
mobile sources have beeni皿ple血ented since1973as　皿eaSureS forlowerirlg the NOx
enission．In the meantime，1ike SOx，a Comprehensive Survey on the NOx emission has
been血ade on the facilitieslarger than the specified scale among the stationary
enission sources byJEA．
Thus，the NOx enission from stationary sourcesis estimatedin the same manner aS
SOx based on the result of the Co皿prehensive Survey．For the road tranportatiorlin
the nobile sources，the e皿ission factor per voluJne Of fuel consumptionin the
period betYeen1980and1987is established based on the data of”Report on the
Survey of Auto血Obile Traffic and Auto－eXhaust EJnissioniII Tokyo，Bureau of
Environ皿ent Protection，Tokyo Xetropolitan Govern皿ent，February1982，”vhichis
the result of the survey based on the effect of the vehicle exhaust gas e皿ission
regulations，and other data，and for1975，the emission factoris established
takinginto consideration the NOx emission factor for unregulated carsiIl1973and
the regulations of1973through19750n the registered cars and substitutions of
new cars for these cars．For aviation，railroads．and vessels，the uIlregulated
emission factors are applied．
（3）CO2
The aznount of carbon dioxide（CO Z）emission resultiIlg froJn the erlergy COnSumption
is estimated by multiplying the adlOunt Of fuel consuJnption，divided consumptioninto
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17　sub－SeCtOrS and27kinds of fuels，by the CO　2e血ission factor corresponding to
each sector and kind．Furthermore，Other than these，the anOuflt Of the CO Z emmission
resulting froD Ce血ent prOductionis estimated by multiplying the output of cement by
the emissioIl factor．
In the esti皿ate Of the CO　2　e皿ission based on the energy coIISu血ption，itis
necessary to determine the CO2emission factor of each fossil fuel．So，the method
Of calculating the CO2enission factor will be discussed here．The enission
factors calculatedin this study arelistedin Table－9．
①　Basicidea behind the calculation The amOunt Of the CO2　e皿issionis
determined by the a血Ount Of carbon ele皿entS COntainedin the fossil fuels，Vhichis
Obtained through element analysis of coal，Oil，and natural gas．If thereis no
unburnt carbon，the amount of C02generated fro皿1kg of each fossil fuelis equal
to the carbon element quantity converted to kilogra皿S Of carbon．The anount of the
eDission perl ton of oil equivalent（10　7kcal）is obtained by dividing the
quantity of carbon elementS by calories．The higher the rate of hydrogen
（H2）in fuels，theless CO2is eJnitted．In co皿paring of the e皿ission rates，
COal enitslOO％，Oi18蛸，and natural gas　58％．
In order to calculate the enission factor，itis first necessary to decide
Yhetherit should be calculated base on the respective units of fuels or on calories．
Ifitis calculated on a calorie basis，itis necessary to decide Yhether
itis high orloY Calorie．Xore precisely，unburnt carbon should also be considered
in the calculation，butitis generally neglected becauseitis not solarge an
amOunt．The emission factor of CO Z COuld be obtainedif these assunptions are
fixed aIld theintegrated data such as the carboIl element，Calories．and specific
gravities of the fuels concerned can be collected．
②　The CO2eLLission factor of petroleul prOducts Based on theinformation on the
relation betYeen the distribution of hydrocarbonsin the respective fractior）S Of
Crude oil and the carbon numbers，and the co皿pOSition of the respective fractions
Of crude oil by types of hydrocarbons，the composition of hydrocarbonsin the
respective petroleum prOductsis estimated，and the rate of the co血pOSition
Of carbon elementsin the respective petroleum productsis calculated according to
that data．As this calculationis based on the datain the nagnetic tapes
OfIEA（International Energy Agency）in vhich the respective units of fuel are
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used，the CO2　emission factors per ton for petroleum prOducts are calculated．If
anintegrated unitis used，the ratio of the compOSition of carbon ele皿entS becomeS
exactly the CO2　emission factor．
③　The e血ission factos of coal and gas As the e皿ission factor for hard coal，the
Value of23．8（23．ト23．9）kg－C／GJ，Which was established by a study of Oak Eidge
Associated Universities，Inc．of the United States（a national research
institute），is adopted aIld used by convertingit tol．065－C／TOE oIl a real calorie
basis（See　カ施arland，G．；TheImpaCt Of Synthetic Fuels oII Carbon Dioxide
E皿issions，CarbonI）ioxide Review，pp406－410，1982，0Xforl University Press，New
York”）．The value ofl．115T－C／TOE converted from25．3kg－C／GJis used for the
emission factor for brown coal．In case of coal，aS the carbon content，Water
COntent，and ash content differ widely by districts of production，SO the
enission factors per respective fuel unit differ by districts of production．As
there are，hovever，SOme COIIStant relations between carboII COnteIlt and calories，
the e皿ission factor per ton of oil equivalentis usedin this report．
Though noinfor皿ationis available for patent fuel，the value ofl．065－T／TOE of
hard coalis applied toit，taking the recenti皿prOVenentin the quality of coal
into consideration．AIso noinfor血ationis available for BKB，Charcoal，and peat，
but the value ofl．115T－C／TOE of broYn COalis applied to them．As for coke，taking
Stabilization of the quality by a kind of processinginto consideration，the
etnission factor of O．868T－C／tonis established according to the data on carbon
conteIltS Of O．868．
For natural gas，the e皿ission factor of O．631×10‾’tg－C／cal，Whichis converted from
13．85（13．5－14．2）kgTC／GJ as estimated on a real calorie basis by Oak Eidge Associated
Universities，Inc．in the United Statesis used．The emission factor of gas works
gasis set up at O．697×10‾一Ig－C／cal based on the data on carbon content and
calories of town gas．The e皿ission factors of coke overl gaS and blast furnace gas
are set up at O．460　×10‾Ltg－C／cal and2，990　×10Jlg－C／cal respectively according to
their respective typical composition of elementS and calories．
④　The e血ission factoz・Of vegetal fuels Since the main co血pOnent Of fuelwood and
bagasSeis cellulose，the emission factoris set up atl．190トC／TOE based on the
coⅢpOSition of carbon elen）entS aIld calories of cellulose．Those of the other
nonACOm皿erCial fuelslike cattle excrement，etc．are Set up atl．190T－C／TOE as
－46－
Table　9．CO2　王皿ission FaCtOrS Of This　－ork




Coal Hard　CoalTOE 3．905 1．085
Brown　Coal TOE 4．086 1．115
Coke ton 3．182 0．868
Patent　Fuel TOE 3．905 1．065
BKB TOE 4．088 1．115
COG C8川 1．687＊10－4．460＊10、年
BFG cal♯0．963米10‾牛．990＊10‾ヰ
GaS GWG c8川 2．141水10叫 ．637＊10‾●
Natur81GaSCa川 2．312＊10‾年．631米10－叫
Oil Crude　OH torl 3．165 0．363
NGL ton 3．070 0．837
Refinery　Gaston 2．933 0．800
LPG ton 3．017 0．823
Aviation　Gasolinet n 3．063 0．835
舛otor　GaSOlineton 3．132 0．854
Jet　Fuel ton 3．157 0．861
Kerosene ton 3．164 0．863
DieselO‖ ton 3．187 0．889
ResidualOilton 3．219 0．878
Naphtha ton 3．070 0．837
Other　Productston 3．220 0．878
VegetalFuels BagaSSeTOE 4．366 1．190
Fuelwood TOE 4．368 1．190
CharCOal TOE 4．088 1．115






those of fuelwood and bagasse because suitable data are not available．
Yith respect to the e血ission factor of vegetal fuels，SOne argue thatit should be
regarded as zero because plarltS aCCu血ulate carbon dioxide from the atmOSphere by
absorbingit within the皿Selves when growing and，if burnt，they merely returnit
into the atmosphere．Yhile others argue thatit could be regarded as zeroif the
pla王ItS OnCe deforested are recovered through reforestation，etc．，but since the use
Of nonrcomDerCial energies has，in fact，reSultedin one of the causes of forest
destruction，it should be counted by皿ultiplying by the enission factor．Both cases
are calculatedin this report，butitis comnOn that the emission from forest
desructionis calculated by nultiplying the destroyed area by the absorption
factor per unit of area．Here，Ve preSent a CaSe Without emissions fron vegetal
fuels．
⑤　The CO2eJIission factor for ce血ent prOduction The CO2　emission factor per ton
of cement productionis set up at O．137T－C from the report of”U．S．EPA：Policy
Options for Stabilizing Global Change，1989，U．S．Govern皿eflt Printing Office．”
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5．The Result of the Estimate Of the SOx，NOx and CO2ELissions and Analysis of the
Trends of the E血ission
（1）SOx
①The a血Ount Of the SOx emissionin Asia as a whole hadincreased from18．3
million tonsin1975to29．1million tonsin1987with aIl aVerage anIlual rate of
3．9％which exceeded3．8％of that of the primary energy COnSunption（See
Table－10and Figure－22）．
②In the country－by－COuntry Share of the SOx emissionin Asia，China vas the
largest and hadincreased her share from56％in1975to69％in1987．In1987，
the secondlargest eznitter wasIndia with10．6％folloved by South Korea vith
4．4％，Japan with3．9％，and Taiwan and Thailand were both at2．1％．These6
countries thus accounted for　92％of the total amOunt Of the emission．
③In the SOx emission per unit of area by countryin Asia and by districtin
China andIndia，larger emissions Yere Vitnessedin the districtsin East Asia
and NIEs．In the comparison of1987Yith1975，areaS Vithlarger emissions per
unit were expanding particularlyin East Asia（See Figure－24）．AIso，in the
average annual rate ofincrease of the SOx emission（fron1980to1987）by
Asian countries and by districtsin China andIndia，inland areasinIndia and
COaStal areasin China shoYed a highgroYth rate of Yith more than6％，andinland
areasin China also shoved a relatively highgroYth rate．（See Figurer23）．
Thisis due to activeindustrial developmentin coastal areasin China aIld a
rapid groYthininstallations of ther血al poYer plants，etc．aCCOrding to
electrification policies，etc．ininland areas of China andIndia Yhere the
energy consu血ption per unit of area wasloY at first．
④In the share of the amount of the emission by energy sourcesin Asia as a whole，
COal had thelargest share vith anincrease from58％in1975　to74％in1987，
Yhile，On the contrary，Oil decreasedits share fro血36％to21％．Yithlittle
enission fro血gaS，these fossil fuels e皿itted94％of the totalin1975and95％
in1987．Coal，Yith a considerablylarge share．exceeded the average annual
groYth rate of the total amount of3．9％（from1975to1987），emitting at the
rate of6．1％（See Figure－25and Table－11）．
⑤In the share of the SOx e皿ission by sectorsin Asia as a Yhole，theindustrial
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SeCtOr Still accounted for thelargest，thoughit had decreasedits share fro瓜
43％in1975to38％in1987．0n the contrary，the electricity generation sector
hadincreasedits share fro血　25％in1975　to　30％in1987．These two sectors
accounted for68％bothin1975aIld1987，aIld the nextlargest sector，”the other”
SeCtOr remaiIled unchanged at around17％．This meant that these three sectors
accounted for85％of the SOx emissionin the Asian region，and the growth rate of
the SOx emissionin the electricity generation sector was particularly high with
the average annual growth rate at　5．璃（from1975to1987）which was
COnSiderably higher thaIl the3．9％Z．ate for the total eJnissions．AIso，high
average annual growth rates were YitIleSSedin the road transportation and the
energy transfornation other than electricity generation sectors，though the
total a皿Ountin these sectors was rather s皿all（See Figure－26and Table－12）．
⑥In the a皿Ount Of the SOx emission per amount of primary energy consumption
by countries，the countries that werelover than the Asian average and the
reason why were‥　the progressin the environ血ental measuresinJapan；the high
dependency on vegetal fuelsin Nepal，Laos，Ca皿bodia，Afghanistan，etc．；the
dependency on gasin Brunei；the high dependency on vegetal fuels and gasin
Indonesia and Bangladesh；the use oflov－Sulfur coalin North Korea；and the use
Ofloy－Sulfur coal and vegetal fuelsinIndia．
On the other hand，the countries that were higher than the average and the
reason why were：the countries with high shares of coal and oilin the prinary
energy consumptioIl and the dependence on high sulfur fuelslike brovn coal，
etc．，aSin China，South Korea，Taiwan，tIong Kong，Singapore，Xongolla，Xacau，
etc．（See Figurer27）．
⑦During the period between1975and1987，COuntries having decreased the a血Ount
Of the SOx emission and the rea60n Why vere：enVironmental measuresinJapan；
lowTSulfurization of fuels and fuel conversions to nuclear power generation，
etc．in South Korea and Taiwan；the expansion of the use of gasin班alaysia；the
reduction of the enission fron nOn－ferrous皿etal smeltiIlg aIld sulfuric acid
productioIlin the Philippines（See Figurer27）．
⑧In the relations between econoniclevels（GDP per capita）and the amOunt Of
the SOx e血issioIl per GI）Pin Asia，the amOunt Of the SOx e皿ission tended to
increase as GDP per capitaincreased，reaChing a maximum atl，000　to　2，000
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TabLelO．The Amount of the SOx Emissionin Asian Region
（Unit：1．000tons／vear）
Regions 1975 19801985 1986 1987
By
1′China 10．17513′372 17′259 18′326 19．989
2．Japan 2′5711．604 1．1751′088 1ノ143
0Untrjes 3．日目＝∂ 1′652 2′0102′833 2′921 3．074
4′lndonesia 201 329 435 453485
5．S．Korea 1′159 1′918 1′366． 55 1′294
6．N．Korea 234 271 324 333
了．Taiwan 609 1．036 693744 605
8．Thailand 224 420 507528 612
9．Pakistan 148 198 351 345 381
10．Philippines807 1′041510 447 370
＝′Malaysia 193 272 271 2643
12′Bangladesh 40 57 46 51 4g
13′Vietnam 40 34 38 3839
14．Hong　Kong 10g 166 144 14g 150
15′SingaPOre 85 122 147 151155
16．Nepal 3，7 4．9 7．611．3 11．0
17′Myanmar 17．4 30．9 30．0 32．3 29．9
18′Sri Lanka 22．3 30．0 23．522．6 28．2
19，Afghanistan8．1 8．5 8．6 7．510．7
0′Mon90lia 38．7 65．1 89．7 97．0 100．5
1．Brunei 0．4 0．9 1．11．0 1．1






4′Moldives 0．3 0．3 0．3
5．MaCaU 6．2 7，1 8．4
Asia　Total 18．340 22′997 26．26927．377 29′136
By
1 BeiJing 295 395 401 40715
2　Tianjin 209 278 280281 294
States 3　Hebei 559 751 963 1′004 1′065
f　Chaina 4　Shanxi 400 536 734 789 838
5 Inner　Mongolia 306 392 530609 651
6　Li∂0nin9 570 799 942 95098
7　Jilin 216 291 331 337 353
8　HeiIongjiang337 439 514 543 583
g　Shanghai 430 588 584 630 653
10　JiangSU 738 985 1′3911′436 1′607
11 Zhejiang 175 232 354 376 415
12　Anhui 224 313 440 473 502
13　Fujian 118 149 203223 246
14 JiangXi 206 263 375 434 455
15　Shandong 9191．222 1．587 1．722 1′975
16　Henan 536 699 890 9228
17　Hubei 291 393 499 537 573
18　Hunan 299 401 522 533 551
19　Guangdong 229 325 427 468 527
O　Guangxi 226 285 344 388 458
1 Sichuan 1．365 1．695 2′247 2ノ372 2′577
2　Guizhou 349 436 591 632 752
3　Yunnan 351 43g 625 644 748
4　Tibet 1 1 2 3 2
25　Shaanxi 480 613 850 930 1．017
6　Gansu 126 176 245 256 271
7　Qinghai 28 37 47 54 59
8　Ningxia 75 95 139 166215
29　×inJiang 119 147 203 209 210
China　Total10．175 13．372 17′25g18．326 19．989
Bl／
1 Assam．etc． 99 102 121 118 120
2　Bihar．etc． 376 453 514 519 533
States 3　0rissa 65 43 51 51 53
of India4　Andhra　Pradesh99 111 188 196 207
5　Tamil Nadu．etc．122 143 268 276 284
6　Karnataka′　etc．81 94 122 126134
7　Maharashtra′　etc．256 354 432 453 485
8　Madhya　Pradesh98 124 229 237 256
9　Guj∂「at 148 211319 334 351
10　RaJasthan 64 65 103 106 106
H　Uttar　Pradesh．etc． 178 208 302 315 341
12　Haryana′　etc．59 97 174 182194
13　JammU．Kashmir8 7 9 9 9
lndia　Total 1′652 2′010 2ノ833 2′921 3．074
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dollars of GI）P per capita，and then tended to decline as GI）P per capitaincreased．
This was due to the fact that，aS GDP per capitaincreased，Vegetal fuels were
COnVerted to fossil fuels．Furthernore，energy efficiency per GI）P wasimproved
in addition to the progressin environJnental meaSureS．IIl the process of
irldustrialization，the amOunt Of the SOx emission per GDP becanelarger at one
time（See Figure－28）．
⑨InJapan，Where the SOx e皿ission has been successfully restricted，fuel oil
low－Sulfurization measures by fuel oil desulfurization，etc．Started around
1967and measures have been taken byinstalling fluegas desulfurization units
since around1970．The results of the estiJnate Of the amOunt Of the SOx enission
in this studyindicate that out of the amount of the eJnissioIlin a case where no
皿eaSureS Were taken at all at the time of1987，35％YOuld be reduced by fuel oil
low－SulfurizatioIl，36％vould be reduced by fluegas desulfurization units，and














































TotalCoal 0日 Gas ub－Total
AlnOunt　Of 1975 10，593 6，653 3 17，249 227 17，476 884 18，340
Elnissions1980 13，384 7，719 6 21，109 207 21，317 1，680 22，997
（1，000 t）1985 18，531 6，252 6 24，78929 25，018 1，251 26，269
1988 19，673 6，187 1 25，861 234 26，095 1，282 27，377
1987 21，525 6，125 1 27，651 23727，888 1，248 29，136
Conposition1975 57．8 36．3 0．0 94．1 1．2 95．3 4．7 100．0
Ratio 1980 58．2 33．6 0．091．8 0．9 92．7 7．3 100．0
（％） 1985 70．5 23．8 0．0 94．4 0．9 95．24．8 100．0
1986 71．922．6 0．0 94．5 0．9 95．3 4．7 100．0
1987 73．9 21．0 0．0 94．90．8 95．7 4．3 100．0
Verage　Annual 5－80 4．8 3．01 ．0 4．1 －1．8 4．1 14．2 4．6
Rates　of 0－85 6．7－4．1 0．0 3．3 2．0 3．3 －5．7 2．7
InCreaSe 5－87 7．8 －1．0 －69．4 5．6 1．8 5．6－0．1 5．3
（％） 0－87 7．0 －3．2－28．7 3．9 2．0 3．9 －4．2 3．4









Table12．SOx Enissions by Energy Consulhption Sectors：Asia
ear









A臼Ount　Of 975 5，470 4，639 831 12，006 7，338 1，088303 3，080 17，476 864 18，340
E■issions 1980 7，750 6，740 1，010 13，567 8，729 1，316469 3，523 21，317 1，680 22，997
（1，000 t） 1985 8，965 7，502 1，464 16，052 10，021 1．451 583 4，580 25，018 1，251 26，269
1986 9，573 8，023 1，550 16，522 10，307 1．508 638 4，708 26．095 1．282 27，377
1987 10，355 8，704 1，651 17，533 10，995 1，633 699 4．905 27，888 1，248 29，136
Conposition 1975 29．8 25．3 4．5 65．5 42．75 9 1．6 16．8 95．3 4．7 100．0
Ratio 198033．7 29．34．4 59．0 38．0 5．7 2．0 15．3 92．7 7．3 100．0
（％） 1985 34．1 28．6 5．6 61．1 38．1 5．5 2．3 17．4 95．2 4．8 100．0
1986 35．0 29．3 5．7 60．4 37．6 5．5 2．3 17．2 95．3 4．7 100．0
987 35．529．9 5．7 60．2 37．7 5．6 2．4 16．8 95．7 4．3 100．0
Yer8ge Annuat 5－8 7．2 7．8 4．0 2．5 2．2 3．9 9．2 2．7 4．1 14．24．6
R8teS　Of 0－85 3．0 2．2 7．7 3．4 2．8 2．0 4．85．4 3．3 －5．7 2．7
lnCreaSe 5－37 7．57．7 6．2 4．5 4．7 6．1 8．6 3．5 5．6 －0．1 5．3
（％） 0－87 4．2 3．7 7．3 3．7 3．4 3．1 5．9 4．8 3．9－4．2 3．4







































①The amOunt Of the NOx emissionin Asia as a whole reached15．4million tons
in1987from9．4million tonsin1975，increasing at an average annual rate of
4．3％．This exceeds the3．8％for the primary energy COnSu皿ption and3．9％for SOx
（See Table－13and Figure－30）．
②In the country－byrcountry share of the NOx e皿issionin Asia，China was the
largest，though smaller than the share of SOx，alld hadincreasedits share froJn
40％in1975　to48％iIl1987．In1987，the secondlargest e皿itter wasIndia with
16，5％，followed byJapan with12．5％，Indonesia with4．1％，South Korea with3．6‰
North Korea with3．1％．These　6　countries thus accouIlted for　87％of the total
emissionsin Asia．
③In the NOx enission per unit of area by countryin Asia and by districtin
China andIndia，like SOx，1arger emissions were witnwessediIl the districtsin
NIEs and East Asia．In the comparison of1987with1975，areaS Withlarger
e皿issioIIS per unit were expanding particularlyin East Asia（See Figure－32）．
AIso，in the average annual growth rate of the NOx enission（fron1980to
1987）by country and by districtin China andIndia，iIlland areasiII
India and coastal areasin China showed high growth with mOre than8乳，Vith
inland areasin China also showing a relatively highgrowth rate．The reason
is considered to be the sa皿e aSin the case of SOx（See Figure－31）．
④In the share of amount of the emission by energy sourcesin Asia as a whole，
COal had thelargest share with anincrease from　44％in1975　to56％in1987．
While，On the contrary，Oil decreasedits share fro血45％　to　35％．Yith aboutl％
emissioIIS from gaS，these fossil fuels enitted89％of the totalin1975and　92％
in1987．Coal，With thelargest share，eXCeeding considerably the average annual
growth rate of the total aJnOunt Of4．2％，emitted at the rate of6．3％（See
Figure－33　and Table胃14）．
⑤In the share of the NOx eⅢission by sectorsin Asia as a whole，theindustrial
SeCtOr aCCOutlted for thelargest share，thoughit had decreased from　33％in
1975　to31％in1987．The nextlargest sector，the electricity generation sector had
increasedits share coIISiderably from20％in1975　to27％in1987．while the third
largest sector the transportation sector（皿Obile sources）had decreasedits
Share from28％to25％．Particularly，the growth rate of the NOx emissionin the
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electricity generation sector was high with an average annual growth rate of7．0％
（frotn1975to1987）vhich was considerably higher than the4．2％of the total
em1SSlOnS．
（See Figure－34and Table－15）．
⑥In the amount of the NOx eJnission per aDl0urlt Of the pI－imary energy COnSu皿Ption
by country．mOre Varied for the Asian average than SOx，Japan with the
progressin the environDlental measures，and Nepal．Bangladesh，Ca皿bodia，etc．
Yith the high depefldency ofl Vegetal fuels werelower than the Asian average，aIld
China，India，皺ongol，etc．With the high dependency on coal were higher than the
average（See Figure－35）．
⑦During the period betYeen1975and1987，COuntries which decreased the amount
Of the NOx emissioIl and the reason why wereJapan，Vhich had progressediIl
environnental measures，and Viet Nam，Vhich had decreased fuel consuJnptionin the
transportation sector，While the other countriesincluding South Korea aIld Taivan，
Yhich had decreased the SOx e皿ission，increased the NOx emission．
⑧IIl the relations betveen econo皿iclevels（GDP per capita）and the amOunt Of
NOx elnission per GDPin Asia，the amount of NOx emission per GI）P
decreased as GDP per capitaincreased．In the process ofindustrialization，
however，the amount of SOx e血ission per GI）P becamelarger for some time as
Yitnessedin South Korea，Taiwan，etc．（See Figure－36）．
⑨IrlJapan，Where the NOx e血ission has been successfully restricted，CODlbustioIl
efficiency had been maIlaged andlow NOx burners had beeninstalled，meaSureS
had been takeIl byinstallⅢentS Of denitration units from around1972．and by
regulations oIl autOmObile exhaust gas eJnissions since1978．The results of the
estimate of the amount of the NOx eJnissionin this studyindicate that out of
the a皿Ount Of the emissionin a case where no measures were taken at all，18％
vould be reduced and　82％would be e皿ittedin1975and　40％　would be reduced and
the re血aining60％would be emittedin1987．By emission sources，Stationary
sources accounted for　30％in1975　and　48％ifl1987iIl the rate of the reduction，
andJnObile sources for　4％in1975and33％in1987．The amount of enissions from
the stationary sources renained unchanged because the effect vas offset by
increasing nu血ber of autonobiles，etc．（See Figures胃37，一38，－39）．
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Table13．The Amount of the NOx Emissionin Asian Region
（Unit：1．000tons／vear）
Regions 1975 19801985 1986 1987
By
1．China 3．7274．907 6′361 6′7727 3 1
2．Japan 2．329 2′1321′948 1．901 1．935
0Untries3′lndia 1ノ3791′673 2．3122′401 2ノ556
4．Indonesia 331 465561 600 639
5′S．Korea 220 365 464 499555
6．N．Korea 325 383 4564 8 468
7．Taiwan 124 225 261 300325
8′Tha＝and 182 255327 341 384
9．Pakistan 101 164 193 201231
10′PhiIippines172 184173 177 184
11′Malaysia 90 126 167 171177
12．Bangladesh 46 58 61 65 66
13′Vietnam 120 88 9598 99
14．Hong　Kong 51 67 106 119 134
15．SingaPOre 43 67 8184 88
16′Nepal 18 21 34 53 50
17′Myanmar 38 47 5053 45
18．Sri Lanka 23 31 34 33 37
19．Afghanistan 20 22 24 22 30
0．MongoIia 31 49 66 71 72
1．Brunei 2．0 4．0 8」 7．7 11．1






4ノMoIdives 0．5 0．6 0．6
5．MaCaU 3．7 4．8 5．0
Asia　Total 9．388 11′35213．805 14．462 15．483
By
1 Beijing 167 226 258 268 267
2　Tianjin 106 141 151154 165
States 3　Hebei 265 353 471 489 514
f　Chaina 4　Shanxi 175 235 329358 387
5 lnner　Mongolia98 129 173 203 219
6　Liaoning 329 446547 546 583
7　Jilin 151 201 243 248 263
8　He＝0ngjiang20g 277 351 369 400
9　Shanghai 185 255 263 28398
10　のangsu 217 282 403 425 489
H　Zhejiang 80 103 161 175 197
12　Anhui 104 140 198 215 232
13　Fujian 49 61 83 95 111
14 Jiangxi 73 95 137 150 158
15　Shandong 256 342451 497 566
16　Henan 229 300 384 399 428
17　Hubei 139 181 233 253 271
18　Hunan 145 183 242 255 269
1g　Guangdong 114 146 200 223 261
O　Guangxi 63 78 96 106 123
1 Sichuan 211 267 345 364 396
2　Guizhou 56 73 95 100 116
23　Yunnan 61 77 107 112 132
4　Tibet 1 2 2 3 3
5　Shaanxi 94 122 168 181 198
6　Gansu 59 77 112 ＝8 123
7　Qinghai 19 25 34 38 41
8　Ningxia 18 23 34 45 56
9　×injiang 53 68 94 98 105
China　Total 3．727 4．9076．361 6′772 7．371
By
1 Assam，　etc． 33 41 44 45 47
2　Bihar′　etc． 298 353 393 401 419
States 3　0rissa 61 47 55 55 57
of India 4　Andhra　Pradesh91 105 162 169 181
5　Tamil Nadu′　etc．64 ＝0 203 210 221
6　Karnataka．etc． 94 110 131 135 141
7　Maharashtra．etc．193 269 334 353 379
8　Madhya　Pradesh97 117 211 219 237
9　GuJarat 113 151 226 237 250
10　Rajasthan 53 59 81 83 87
日　Uttar　Pradesh′　etc．191 218 311 325 354
12　Haryana′　etc．55 86 154 161 174
13 Jammu′　Kashmir6 7 8 8 9














































Table14．NOx ETAissions by Energy SourCeS：Asia
ear
Fossil Fuels Vegetal
FuelsTotalCo81 Oil Gas ub胃Total
Amount　of1975 4，134 4，178 47 8，360 1，029 9，388
Emissions 1980 5，328 4，795 84 10，207 1，145 11，353
（1，000 t）1985 7，477 4，978 11712，573 1，232 13，805
1986 7，990 5，052 156 13，198 1，264 14，462
1987 8，651 5，369 182 14，203 1，280 15，483
Conposition 1975 44．0 44．5 0．5 89．011 0 100．0
Ratio 1980 46．9 42．2 0．7 89．9 10．1 100．0
（％） 1985 54．2 36．1 0．9 91．1 8．9 100．0
1986 55．2 34．9 1．1 91．3 8．7 100．0
1987 55．9 34．7 1．2 91．7 8．3 100．0
Verage Annual 5－80 5．2 2．8 12．2 4．1 2．2 3．9
Rates　of 0－85 7．0 0．8 6．9 4．3 1．5 4．0
InCreaSe 5－87 7．6 3．9 24．5 6．3 1．9 5．9
（％） 0－87 7．2 1．6 11．6 4．8 1．6 4．5




TabIe15．NOx Enissions by Energy Consu叩tion Sectors：Asia
（単位：1000t）
e a r
T r a ns fo m a t io n S e c t or s F ina l E n er g y C o TLS u n P t io n S e c to r s
T o t 8 11e c t r ic
e n e r a t ．
t h e rs In d u s t r yr a n S pO r t（R o ad ） O th e r s
Al10 un t　O f 19 7 5 2 ，12 1 1 ，8 2 9 2 92 7 ，2 6 7 3 ，10 6 2 ，6 4 9 1 ，7 57 1 ，5 12 9 ，3 8 8
Ellis s io ns 198 0 3 ，0 0 2 2 ，6 2 9 3 73 8 ，35 1 3 ，5 9 5 3 ，0 4 4 2 ，0 5 4 1 ，7 1 11 1 ，35 3
（1 ，00 0 t ）198 5 4 ，0 4 2 3 ，4 5 29 0 9 ，7 64 4 ，3 7 9 3 ，4 47 2 ，4 5 2 1，9 3 8 13 ，8 0 5
19 86 4 ，32 8 3 ，7 2 0 6 0 8 10 ，13 4 4 ，5 0 1 3 ，6 3 2 2 ．5 9 02 ，0 0 1 14 ，4 6 2
19 87 4 ，74 2 4 ，0 9 9 6 4 3 10 ，7 4 1 4 ，7 9 9 3 ，8 8 7 2 ，7 7 9 2 ，0 5 5 15 ，4 8 3
C on p os i t io n 19 7 5 2 2 ．6 19 ．5 3 ．17 7 ．4 33 ．1 2 8 ．2 18 ．7 16 ．1 10 0 ．0
R 8 t io 19 8 0 2 6 ．4 23 ．2 3 ．37 3 ．6 3 1．7 2 6 ．8 18 ．1 15 ．1 10 0 ．0
（％） 19 8 5 2 9 ．3 2 5 ．0 4 ．37 0 ．7 3 1．7 2 5 ．0 17 ．8 14 ．0 10 0 ．0
19 8 6 2 9 ．9 2 5 ．7 4 ．270 ．1 3 1．1 25 ．1 17 ．9 13 ．8 10 0 ．0
19 8 7 3 0 ．6 2 6 ．5 4 ．269 ．4 3 1．0 25 ．1 17 ．9 13 ．3 10 0 ．0
Ve r 8g e　A nn u 8 1 5 －8 0 7 ．2 7 ．5 5 ．02 ．8 3 ．0 2 ．8 3 ．2 2 ．5 3 ．9
R a te S　O f 0 －8 5 6 ．1 5 ．6 9 ．6 3 ．2 4 ．0 2 ．5 3 ．6 2 ．5 4 ．0
lnC r e aS e 5 －8 78 ．3 9 ．0 4 ．4 4 ．9 4 ．7 6 ．2 6 ．5 3 ．0 5 ．9
（％） 0 －8 7 6 ．7 6 ．6 8 ．1 3 ．7 4 ．2 3 ．6 4 ．4 2 ．7 4 ．5











































①The amOunt Of the CO2　eJnission（equivalent to C）in Asia as a whole reached
1．23　billion tonsin1987　from0．78billion tonsin1975，increasiIlg On an
average annual rate of　3．9％，Whichis slightly higrer than the　3．8％Iate for the
primary energy consunption．
In this connection，aS the total anount of the CO2　emission，
including emissions fro皿Vegetal fuels，WaS O．98　billion tonsin1975　andl．48
billion tonsin1987，the amount of emissions from vegetal fuels were O．2
billion toIIS and O．25billion tons respectively．The consuLnption of the
fuelwood，Whichis the main compOnent Of vegetal fuels，COuld affect the
reduction of tropical forests，butin this report the emissionis estimated at
the miIlimuJn，aSSu皿iIlg that the C0　2　emission from vegetal fuels be re－fixed by
the same amount of plants by reforestation（See Table－16and Figure－40）．
②In the country－byNTCOuntry Share of the CO2emissionin Asia（excluding vegetal
fuels），China YaS thelargest，increasing her share fro皿41％in1975to49％in
1987．In1987，the secondlargest eElitter wasJapafl With22．1％followed byIndia
YithlO．6‰　South Korea with　4．3％，North Korea with　3．2％．andIndonesia Yith　2．4％．
These　6countries thus accounted for　91％of the total eJnissionsin Asia．
③In the CO2emission per unit of area by countryin Asia and by districtin
China andI云dia，1ike SOx and NOx，1arger emissions were witnvessedin the
districtsin NIEs and East Asian countries．In the coJnparisoI10f1987with1975，
areas withlarger emissions per unit Yere eXpanding（See Figure－42）．The
average annual rate ofiIICreaSe Of the CO2　e血ission（fro皿1980to1987）
by Asian country and by districtin China andIndia showed almOSt the sa皿e
geographical distributioIl aSin SOx and NOx，With the central part ofIndia and
COaStal areasin China shoving higher grovth rates of mOre than8％．The reason
for thatis the saJne aSin the case stated about SOx（See Figure－41）．
④In the share of the aJnOunt Of the CO2emission by energy sourcein Asia as a
Yhole，COal had thelargest share vith anincrease fron53％in1975　to59％in
1987，and oil decreasedits share fro皿　41％　to　32％．AIso，gaS，though the a血Ouflt
Of eJnission YaS Small，iIICreaSedits share from　2％in1975　to5％in1987，and
thus the total fossil fuels emitted96％bothin1975　and1987．The renaining
4％vas e皿itted by rav血aterials for cement production（See Figure－43and
Table－17）．
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Tabie16．The Amount of the C02　Emission in Asian Region
ExcIuding　Emissions　from　VegetaI Fuels （Unit：1′000tons－C／vear）
Regions 1975 1980 1985 1986 1967
By
1′China 317′031 413′480 519′636 550′984 596′205
2．Japan 271．945 281．165 272．059 269．933 271．786
ountries3′lndia 70，194 87′268 120．520 123′879 130′507
4．1ndonesia 11．21921′194 26．251 28．222 29．888
5．k．K。rea 22′990 38．337 47′754 50′023 53′250
6′N．Korea 28′333 33′139 38．324 39．029 39．055
7．Taiwan 11．961 21．422 21．624 24．657 26．337
8．Thai】and 7．397 11′034 13′899 14．330 16．679
9．Pakistan 6．124 8．700 12バ01 12．50213．759
10′PhilippirH∋S8′892 10．259 8′665 8′781 9．164
11′Ma】aySia 5．086 7′311 9．357 9．679 10．052
12．Bangladesh 1．290 1ノ919 2．355 2．635 2．839
13′Vietnam 5．690 4′292 4．574 4．749 4．815
14．Hong　Kong 3．590 5．200 7′5398．466 9′330
15′Singapore 3′521 5．186 6′050 6．261 6．414
16．Nepa】 95 146 195 186211
17′Myanrnar 1．145 1．507 1．757 1．934 1．559
18．Sri Lanka 845 1バ67 1．083 1．109 1．250
19′Afghanistan 524 424 908 800 1．065









4．Moidives 19 23 23
5．Macau 202 243 268
Asia　Total 779ノ297 955′492 1′＝7ノ990 1．161．673 1，228．676
By
1 Beijing 13′505 1g′007 20．48421．182 21′744
2　Tianjin 8′838 12ノ005 日．9日 12．269 13．076
States 3　Hebei 21．921 28．443 37．232 38．564 40′606
f　Chaina 4　Shan〉くi 15．529 20′146 27′442 28′959 30′374
5 lnner　Mongolia 8．885 11′597 14．949 16′828 18′014
6　Liaoning 28．622 39．034 45．497 46．542 48．985
了　のIin 11．917 15．762 18．737 19．377 20．491
8　Heilongjiang17′845 23′0852 ．132 29．602 31．336
g　Shanghai 17′308 24′458 23．131 26′338 27．952
10　Jiangsu 17．13621．845 30．130 31′819 36′186
H　ZheJiang 6．582 8．320 12′675 13．56215．307
12　Anhui 8．585 11．367 15．549 16′761 18．058
13　Fujian 4．111 5′117 6．745′381 8．271
14 Jiangxi 6′056 7．660 10′676 日．755 12．418
15　Shandong 19′612 25．532 32．717 35′432 40′749
16　Henan 19′486 24′717 31′890 33．09335．037
17　Hubei 12′36816′348 20′570 22′458 24′326
18　Hunan 13．237 16．319 21′391 21．740 23′102
1g　Guangdong 8．832 lL 319 15．413 17′22419．916
O　Guangxi 4．735 5．818 6．984 7．663 8．743
l Sichuan 20′362 25．837 32．893 34．754 37．745
2　Guizhou 5．287 6．611 8′820 9′444 11′233
3　Yunnan 5′441 6′796 9．279 9′500 10．838
4　Tibet 68 81 105 119103
5　Shaanxi 7．690 9′788 13．104 14．149 15′443
6　Gansu 4．981 6．283 9．182 9′563 10．073
7　Qinghai 1．586 2′020 2′659 3′012 3．234
8　NingXia 1′571 1′963 2′833 3．2864′015
g　Xinjian⊆】 4′936 6．201 8′506 8′610 8．831
China　Total 317′031 413，480519′6 6550′984596′205
By
1 Assarn．　etc． 1．403 1．646 1′852 1′943 2′049
2　Bihar．　etc． 16．690 22．46323．53523′05023′459
States 3　0rissa 5．813 3．062 3．292 3′134 3．146
of lndia4　Andhra　Pradesh3．770 4．925 7．7日 8′045 8．585
5　Tamil Nadu．etc． 4′347 5′286 10′071 10′450 10．918
6　Karnataka．etc． 4．日6 4′926 5．944 6．081 6．381
7　Maharashtra．　etc． 9．743 13′68717ノ74418′860 20′324
8　Madhya　Pradesh 5．240 6．738 11．644 11′828 12．505
9　Gujarat 5．793 8′019 13．012 13′741 14′503
10　Rajasthan 2．271 2．820 3′829 3′905 4．035
H　Uttar　Pradesh．etc． 7．873 9′283 13′967 14′645 15．849
12　Hary石目1a．etc． 2′960 4．215 7．674 7′9438．471
13　Jammu′　Kashmir175 196 244 255 284
lndia　Total 70′194 87′268 120′520 123′879 130，507
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⑤In the share of the CO2emission（excluding vegetal fuels）by sectorsin Asia
as a Yhole，theindustrial sector accounted for thelargest share as Yith SOx and
NOx emissions，thoughit had decreasedits share from41％in1975to37％in1987．
The electricity generation sector hadincreasedits share fro皿22％in1975　to
25％in1987．These tYO SeCtOrS aCCOunted for　63％in1975and　62％in19870f the
total．”The other’sector aIld the transportation sector remained at17％and
11％respectively showing no remarkable changes betYeen1975and1987．The amOunt
Of COZ emission showed the highest rate ofincrease at　4．9％，eXCeeding the3．9％
average annual rate ofincrease for the total．In the shareincluding
vegetal fuels，”the other”sector expandedits share up to30％in1987（See
Figure－44and Table－18）．
⑥The rate of the amOunt Of the C02eBlission per anOunt Of primary energy
COnSu岬tioIl（including vegetal fueユS）in Asian countries was approxi皿ately at
the samelevel，but YaS Slightlyloverin the countries highly dependent on gas
if vegetal fuels Yereincluded．If vegetal fuels were excluded，hoYeVer，the
a血Ount Of the CO　コ　emission per unit of energy coIISu皿ptionin South Asian aIld
Southeast Asian countries who YeT．e heavily dependent on vegetal fuels turned out
to be snall．This clearlyindicates that，in order toli皿it the CO　2　emission，
there are only tYO Options：tOli皿it the energy consuJnption or to血ake the
re－fixation of CO2
⑦In the relation of the CO2emission per GDP with the econotuicimprove血ent（GDP
per capita），the anount of the CO2emission had been on the decrease as GDP
per capitaincreasedif vegetal fuels wereincluded，andit reached to the
血aXimum Yhen the GI）P per capita beca皿el，000to2，000dollarsif vegetal fuels
Yere eXCluded．AIso，in the process ofindustrialization，the CO　2　e皿ission










































Cement TotaICoai OiI GaS uトTotaI
Amount　of 975 15，758 17，449 18，228 751，435 203，314 954，749 27，862 982，611
Emissions 1980 01，390 80，361 6，995 918，744 226，894 1，145，639 36，748 1，182，387
（1，000 t）1985 55，996 65，335 1，39年1，072，725 241，851 1，314，576 45，266 1，359，841
1986 81，933 75，962 5，004 1，112，898 248，653 1，361，551 48，775 1，410，326
1987 26，263 90，150 9，861 1，176，274 252，328 1，428，602 52，403 1，481，004
Conposition 1975 42．3 32．3 1．9 76．5 20．7 97．2 2．8 100．0
Ratio 1980 42．4 32．2 3．1 77．719．2 96．9 3．1 100．0
（％） 1985 48．2 26．9 3．8 78．9 17．8 96．7 3．3100．0
1986 48．4 26．7 3．9 78．9 17．6 96．5 3．5 100．0
1987 49．0 26．3 4．0 79．4 17．0 96．5 3．5 100．0
Verage　Annual 5－80 3．8 3．715．2 4．1 2．2 3．7 5．7 3．8
R8teS　Of 0－85 5．5 －0．86．8 3．1 1．3 2．8 4．3 2．8
lncrease 5－87 5，2 3．3 7．9 4．7 2．1 4．2 7．6 4．4
（％） 0－87 5．4 0．4 7．1 3．6 1．53．2 5．2 3．3




Table18・CO2EJnjssioTIS by Energy Consun［Ption Sectors：Asia
（1）lnCluding Emissions from Vegetal Fuels
e8r






llOunt　Of 1975 19，738 169，928 9，810 735，009 324，805 85，287 53．105 324，917 954，748 27，862 982，610
E■issions 1錮0 相，532 25，173 4．353856バ07 81，有用 106バ4271，577366，5461，145，83936，748 1，182，387
（1，000 t）1985 44，138 67，002 7，135 970，437 427，216 123，527 87，547 419，694 1，314，575 45，286 1，359，841
1988 60，923 81，937 8，986 1，000，627 438．291 130，099 93．184 432，237 1，361，550 48，775 1，410，325
1987 84，63902，808 2，033 1，043．983 461，380 138，382 100，301 444，200 1，428，602 52，403 1，481，004
ConpoSition 1975 22．4 17．3 5．1 74．8 33．1 8．7 5．4 33．1 97．2 2．8 100．0
R8日0 1980 24．5 19．0 5．4 72．4 32．39．0 6．1 31．2 96．9 3．1 100．0
（％） 1985 25．3 19．6 5．7 71．4 31．4 9．1 8．4 30．9 96．7 3．3 100．0
1986 25．6 20．0 5．8 71．0 31．1 9．2 6．6 30．6 96．5 3．5 100．0
1987 26．0 20．4 5，5 70．5 31．2 3．3 6．8 38．0 96．5 3．5 100．0
Yer8ge　Annu81 5－80 5．7 5．8 5．3 3．1 3．3 4．5 6．2 2．6 3．7 5．7 3．8
紬tes of 0－85 3．5 3．5 3．7 2．5 2．33．1 4．1 2．6 2．8 4．3 2．8
InCreaSe 5－87 5．7 6ベ5 3．1 3．7 3．9 5．8 7．0 2．9 4．2 7．6 4．4
（％） 0－87 4．1 4．3 3．5 2．9 2，8 3．9 4．9 2．7 3．2 5．2 3．3
5－87 4．8 4．9 4．23．0 3，0 4．1 5．4 2．8 3．4 5．4 3．5
（2）Excluding Emissions from Vegetal Fuels
e8r






h ount　of 1975 13，016 169，928 3，088 538，418 317，963 85．287 53，105 135，168 751，435 27，862 779，297
h issions 1980 80．72125，179 5．542 638，024 373．594 106，142 71，577 158．288 918，744 36，748 955．492
（1．000 t）1985 35，532 67．002 8，530 737，193 417，151 123，527 87，547 196．514 1，072，725 45，266 1，117，990
1986 52，418 81，937 0，481 760，480 427，305 130，099 93，164 203ド076 1，112．898 48，775 1，181，673
1987 77，0442，6064，438799，230 450，505 138，382 100，301 210，342 1，176，274 52，4031，2 8 6
ConposiH on 1975 27，321．8 5．5 69．1 40．8 10．9 6．8 17．3 96．4 3．6 100．0
R8日0 1980 29．4 23．6 5．8 68．8 39．1 11．1 7．5 16．6 96．2 3．8 100．0
（％） 1985 30．0 23．9 6．1 65．9 37．3 11．0 7．8 17．6 96．0 4．0 100．0
1986 30．3 24．3 6．1 65．5 36．8 11．2 8．0 17．5 95．8 4．2 100．0
1987 30．724．6 6．1 65．0 36．7 11．3 8．2 17．1 95．7 4．3100．0
Yer8ge　Annua 5－80 5．7 5．8 5．2 3．5 3．3 4．5 6．2 3．2 4．1 5．7 4．2
RateS　Of 0－85 3．6 3．5 4．3 2．9 2．2 3．1 4．1 4．4 3．1 4．3 3．2
TnCreaSe 5－87 6．0 6．5 4．24．1 3．9 5．8 7．0 3．5 4．7 7．6 4．8
（X） 0－874．3 4．3 4．3 3．3 2．7 3．9 4．9 4．1 3．6 5．2 3．7
















In this study，the energy structurein the Yhole region of25Asian countries
is reviewed．
Thisincludes vegetal fuels，animportant energy sourcein developing countries，
COal，Oil，natural gas，etc．
AIso，With respect to sulfur contents of fuels as a basis for an estimate of the
amount of the SOx e皿ission，particularly thosein China andIndia，the data and
information are obtained through our field coIISultatioIIS，etc．（China：Chinese
Central Coal Distribution Corporation，etc．，India：Coal Bureau of Energy
Department）．Furthernore，emission factors for NOx，Suitable especially for the
Situationin developing countries，are Set up by17　sectors and25kinds of
fuels on various assu皿ptions．CO2e血ission factors are also surveyed by27kinds of
fuels．On the basis of these results，the aJnOuntS Of the SOx，NOx，and CO　2
enissionin25Asian countries andin the disricts of China andIndia by sector
and energy source are revieYed for the first time，Yith the trendsin the period
bet曹een1975and1987．The results of the survey are su皿marizedin the folloving
SeCtions．
1．Econonic Develop皿entS and the Eesulting Changesin the Energy ConsuJLption
Structu工．e and the Effect on the EnvironJIentin the Asian Eegion
（1）The Situationin the Asian Region Yhere the GroYth Rate of the Energy De血and and
its Potential in the Future are Eigher Tha皿A皿y Other Part of the Torld
In the period betYeen1975and1987，the Asian region recorded the highest growth
rate of GI）Pin the8regions of the world（the average annual growth rate at5．3％），
andin accordance with this，pri瓜ary energy COnSU皿ptionincreased on an
average annual growth rate of3．8％，Or the energyinteIISity of O．7，and amounted t0
1．62million toe（ton oil equivalent）in1987frod11．04biHion toein1975．As a
result．the share of GDPin the YOrld expaIlded from13％to17％，and that of
primary energy consuJnption from17％to20％．Nevertheless，aS energy COnSumption per
Capitain the Asian region，Which accounts for　57％of the wofld population，is the
lovestin the world，the region has a huge potential for the grovth of energy
COIISumption．
On a country－by－COuntry basisin Asia，higher than the average growth rates were
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Yitnessedin the NIEs，China and ASEAN countries．The primary energyintensities for
GI）P were aroundl．Oin these countries，eXCept China，Japan，etc．and developing
countries，and the average annual rate ofincreasein the pri血ary energy
consu皿ption were血Ore than6％in Asian NIEs，etc．and betveen5and6％in China，
India，etc．
Further皿Ore，Withinprove血entSin economiclevels（GDP per capita），energy
consu血ption per capitais alsoincreasingin these countries felloving a course
si皿ilar toJapan and Singapore．
（2）Shifts of Dependency fro叡Vegetal Ftlels to Fossil Fuels and frotL Oil to Coal
and Gas
In the meantiJne，this region，reflecting the differencein economic coIlditionsin
developed countries，Asian NIEs，Centrally－Planned econo皿ies，and developing
COuntries，andin the reserves of energy sources，has shown several characteristics
in the pri皿ary energy COnSu皿ption by source under the economic growth pursuedin
COplIlg With the two oil crises．
One of these characteristics vas a decreasein the groYth rate of oil consumption
andincreasing dependence on coa1，gaS，and nuclear pover．In particular，
COnSumption of coal exceeded that of oiliI11981，and coal captured thelargest
Sharein the energy sourcesin Asiaincreasing from37％in1975to43％in1987，and
this made Asia the only regionin the worldin which coal had thelargest share．
FurthermOre，the consuJnption of coalin Asia was thelargestin the worldin1984
exceediIld that of U．S．S．E：East Europearl region，aCCOunting for32％of the world
COal consumptionin1987．AIso，anOther characteristic of the Asian region was high
dependence on vegetal fuels，aCCOunting for38％of the world vegetal fuel consumption
inl987．
In the share of energy sources by country，the share of fossil fuels had been on
theincrease and that of vegetal fuels on the decreasein South Asia and Southeast
Asian countries．InJapan，South Korea，and Taiwan，etc．，the share of nuclear
powered pri血ary electricity（nuclear power）had been on theincrease．substituting
for that of fossil fuels．In the case of fossil fuels，in order to decrease the share
Of oil，there were so皿e COuntries shifting to gaslike址alaysia，Bangladesh，
Indonesia，etc．．Other countries shfting to coallike NIEs，China，etc．．and still
SO皿e COuntries other than these two extre皿eS Shifting to both coal and gaslike
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Japan and Thailand．Particularly，theincreasein coal consumptionin China has
COntributed much to the total coal consuDptionin Asian region．
As the consuJnPtion of vegetal fuels has a close relation to the economiclevel
（GDP per capita），the share of vegetal fuelsin the prinary energy COnSu岬tion
began to decrease as GDP per capitaincreased，and became zero at around　3，000
dollars（1980U．S．dollar）．
（3）A Shiftin the Syste皿Of Energy Use toYardIndustrializatioIl aJld Electrification
Taking Place vith theI血prOVe叡entin the EconoJluC Levels and the Propagation of
the Syste血tO East Asia，Southeast Asia and South Asia
In the final energy consumption sector（theindustrial，tranSpOrtation，
and”the other”sectors），With theimprovementin the economiclevel（GDP per
CaPita），the share of”the other”sector had been on the decrease，and the share
Of theindustrial sector and even that of the transportation sector had been on the
increase．In particular，in”the other”sector consisting mainly of
resideIltial use，the share was the highestin South Asia Yhere theincoJne WaSlow
and waslowerin Southeast Asia and the NIEsin this order，and became thelowest
Vhen the GI）P per capita attained about8，000dollars（1980U．S．dollar）．
Beyond thislevel，it became higher again as YitnessedinJapan and Brunei．
Except the transportation sector，trendsin sources of energy consu皿ption，aS
in the primary energy consuJnption，Shoved a shift fron vegetal fuels to fossil
fuels，and fron fossil fuels to electricity consumption vith thei岬rOVenent Of the
econo皿iclevel．Especiallyin the rate of electrification（the totaLl electricity
coIISumptionin the total final energy consumption），Nepal，液yannar，Bangladesh，
etc．verelov atless than4％，beca皿ing higherin the order of South Asian
low－income COuntries，ASEAN couIltriesin Southeast Asia，Asian NIEs，and finally
Japan and Brunei withJnOre than20％．Thus，imprOVementin the standard ofliving
is expected toincrease the rate of electrification，then，in turn，the demand
for theincrease of the electricity generatioII CapaCity．In particular，the trend for
theincreasing rate of electrification as vitnessedin Southeast Asia and Bruneiin
South Asiaindicates a potential for a considerableincreasein the eIlergy deAlandin
the future．
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（4）Yorsening Air Pollution Yith theIncrease of the Energy Consu血ption and the
Delayed董easures
Air pollution a皿OIlg Asian countriesis witnessedin the northern part of China
and citiesin South Korea where heatingis neededin vinter ti皿e；1arge citiesin
Southeast Asia，India and Pakistan Yhere the number of unfixed carsisincreasing
rapidly；Citiesirl NIEs whereindustrializationis rapidly developing and
automobiles are on theincreasein number，andlarge citiesinJapan where air
pollution resulting from auto担Obile exhaust gas e血issionis worsening，though
the regulation on such e皿issions have beeIli皿Ple皿ented．
As for coIICentrations of SOx，Which were relatively well nonitored，there were many
Cities which exceeded guidelines of YHOin China，South Korea，India，andIong Kong．
Especiallyin citiesin the coastal area of China and NewI）elhiinIndia，air
POllution was vorsening with the rapid progress of the SOx concentrationin recent
yearS．
In the皿eantime，aCid rains vith pE betveen4and5have appearedinJapan，South
Korea and China，andin particularit has become a serious problemin Guizhou and
SichuaII Provincesin China．
In these countries，血eaSureS are mainly for soot and，thoughSouth Korea and Taivan
lowered the sulfurlevel of fuels，they are not yet sufficient exceptinJapan，and
environmental measures will be muchin need corresponding to theiIICreaSein the
energy demandin the future．
2．Efficiency of Energy Use by Stage of the Econo駐ic DevelopJIentin the Asian Region
（1）ProJLOtion of Energy－EfficientIndustrializationin Developing Countries
A considerableincreasein the energy deBlandis expected with the economic
develop皿entin Asian countries．Thus，nOt tO Speak of the resulting tight energy
Supply and demand situation，itis necessary to push on with efficient use of
energyin order tolessen theload on the global environnent．If the size of the
econony and the efficiency of energy use are expressedin terms of the aJnOunt Of
the energy consu叩tion per GI）P，it becaAle SJnaller as the econoJniclevels（GI）P per
Capita）areiJnprOVed，aS Shownin the order of a trendin South Asia，Southeast
Asia，NIEs，andJapan．Butin theindustrialization process，aS eXperiencedin
Japan andⅣIEs，enrgy COnSumption per G】）P tended to becoAlelarger，thusitis
important for developing countries to plan energy－efficientindustrialization
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programs based on these experiences．
（2）A Yide Gapin Energy Efficiencyin the Electricity Generation Sector
Yith respect to energy sourcesinputinto the elecricity generation sector，IIldia，
Indonesia，etc．hadincreased the share of fossil fuels；Nepal，the Philippines，
etc．hadincreased the share of hydraulic poYer；and South Kore名，Taiwan andJapan
hadincreased the share of nuclear power，and，in this way，there are couIltries Yho
are pursuing the use of coal and gas avay fro血Oilin the mix of fossil fuels．
In electricity generation efficiency，CO皿pared to the high rate of nearly40％
inJapan，there are so皿e COuntries atless than30％，and，Since the efficiencyis
lowerin developlng COuntries，itisi血pOrtant tOi血prOVe the efficiency of
energy usein view of theincreasein the electricity demand．The sameis true of
the rate of totalloss（a total ofin，plant consumption and transmission
losses），Which becames higherin the order ofJapaIl，NIEs，ASEAN countries，and
South Asian countries with the highest，anditis necessary toi岬rOVe the
efficiency asin the case of the electricity generatiofl efficiency．
3．Trendsin the A血Ount Of the SOx，NOx，and CO2　E血issionsin the Asian髭egion
（1）Increasing Dependence on Coal and theIncreaseiIlthe AJLOunt Of the SOx，NOx，
and CO2　E取issions Exceeding theIncrcasein Energy ConsuJIptionin the Asian
Region
The average annual growth rates of the SOx，NOx，and CO2etnissions（from1975to
1987）iIl the Asian region as a whole Yere3．9％，4．3％，and　3．9％respectively，
exceeding the3．8％average annual grovth rate of pri皿ary energy COnSunption（See
Table－19）．The primary reaSOn for exceeding the average annual growth rate of
priJnary energy COnSumption vas that the dependence on coalin the AsiaIl region as a
vhole had beenincreased．IIl particular，the SOx e皿ission showed a markedincrease
though eIIViron皿ental血eaSureS and fuel conversion to gas had beeni皿plementedin
Japan，South Korea，Taiwan，etc．This was primarily because，against the3．8％average
annual growth rate of primary energy COnSumption between1975and1987，the SOx
e皿Iissionincreased at　5．9％．due mOStly to the high share of Chirla Yho had beefl
血Ore and more dependent on coal．
In the share of the amOunt Of the SOx，NOx．and CO3　emissions by energy sourcein the
Asian region as a vhole，enission from COal accounted for60to70％，and thus share
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shoved a rapidincrease between1975and1987．This YaS the result of theincreasing
dependence on coalin the Asian region as a whole．
Table19．Anounts of SOx，NOx，CO2　emissions and average
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2．01987 1，228 72，868．2 6，080．8
米：1985　value．　CO2：carbon equivalent
Source）OECD Countries and World by［OECD：OECD ENVIRONMENTAL
DATA COMPENDIUMl991］
（2）Loads on the Global EnvironJlentin East Asia YithIncreasing Dependence on Coal
and Loads on the Global EnvironJLentin South Asia and Southeast Asia YithⅡigh
Dependenve on Yegetal Fuels and Natural Gasin the Diversity of Energy Stlpply
In order to stabilize the energy supply after the experiences of the two oil
crises，itis vital for every country toimpleJnent a pOlicy to diversifyits energy
Supply away fro血energy uSe皿ainly consisting of oil．There are regional
characteristicsin China and East Asian countrieslike South Korea，Taivan，
fIong KoIlg，etc．．Vhere the depeIldence on coal which places a heavyload on the global
environment had been on theincrease．On the other hand，in South Asian and
Southeast Asian countrieslike Bangladesh，撼yan皿ar，Indonesia，Nepal，etc．，the
dependence on vegetal fuels and gas，Which place relativelylighterloads on the
global environment，VaS high．Particularly，these factors had alargei皿paCt OIl the
differenceiIl the amOunt Of the SOx，NOx，and COコ　emission per amOunt Of
priAlary energy COnSuⅢption．
（3）The SOx，NOx．and CO2E血ission Concentratedin East Asia afLd the且igh GroYth
Ratesin China andInland AreasinIndia
Out of the total anount of the SOx，NOx，and CO　2　emissionin Asia as a whole，the
largest　6countriesincluding ChiIla，Japan，India，South Korea，etc．aCCOunted for
about90％of all of the SOx，NOx，and SO2　emissions．In particular，ChiIla WaS the
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largest emitter，increasingits share to69％in SOx，48％in NOx，and49％in CO Zin
1987．
AIso，the aDOunt Of the SOx，NOx，and CO2　emissions per unit of areain the Asian
regionincluding those by districtin China andIndia（1985and1987）was high
in East Asia and NIEs，and the area Yith the high emission had been expanding
yearly．
Further，the average annual groWth rate of the aJnOunt Of the SOx，NOx，and CO　2
e血issions（from1975to1987）YaS high for all of the SOx，NOx．and CO2
e血issionsin the coastal areasin China，reflecting theindustrial activities，andin
the central part ofIndia and theinland areain ChiIla became of theinfluence of the
installation of electricity generation plants for the purpose of electrification
Of these areas．
（4）TheIncreasingAmount Of SOx，NOx，and CO2EJlissionsin Accordance Yith
the Electrification
In the share of the SOx，NOx，and CO2　enissions by sectorin the Asian
region as a Yhole，it had been on theincreasein the electricity generation sector
and on the decreasein theindustrial sector．These tvo sectors accounted for　60
to　70％of the share of all of the SOx，NOx，and CO2　e血issions．In the NOx emission，
the transportation sector accounted for a relatively high share at
about　25％　of the total NOx emission．It should be noted thatin the future the
electricity generation sector Yill血ake alarger contribution to all of the SOx，NOx，
and CO2　　cmissions by sector as a result of the electrificationin progress．AIso，
as for NOx，itis expected to grov considerablyiIl the transportation sectorin
accordance with theincreasein the nu皿ber of autonobiles．
（5）The DeI把ndence on Yegetal Fuelsin Asian Region；Possibly the Eighestin the
Torld
The amount of consu血ption of vegetal fuelsin the Asian regionis thelargest
among the8regionsin the vorld，aIld the dependence on vegetal fuelsis particularly
highin South Asian and Southeast Asian coufltries．Vegetal fuels enit CO2　Whefl
COnSumed，but the CO2　emitted from the consu血ptionis considered to be restabilized
to the extent that they are used without destroyting forests．As the economiclevels
Vereinproved，hovever．the depeIldence on fossil fuels tended to be on theincrease．
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4．Relations betYeen Stage of Econonic Developnents and the AJOtlnt Of SOx，NOx，
and CO　2　E血issions
In Asian region，eSpeCiallyin the developing countries，the amount of the SOx・
NOx，and CO2emissions YaSincreasing Yith theincrease of energy consumption
in accordance with the economic grovth．The trendin the relation betYeen the
econo血iclevel（GDP per capita）and the a皿Ount Of the SOx emission per GDPin
Asian countries was aniIICreaSein the amount of the emission as GI）P per capita
increased．It had a tendency to reach the maximuJn atl，000to2，000dollars of GDP
per capita and decrease thereafter as GDP per capita becamelarger．This YaS
because the dependence on fossil fuels became higher，Substituting for vegetal fuels
as the economiclevelsinprOVed．AIso，in the relation between the amount of
the NOx e皿ission per GDP and the economiclevel，the amount of the NOx e皿ission per
GI）P tended to decrease as GDP per capitaincreased．As for CO2，Vith the
increasein the GDP per capita，the amount of the CO2emission per GDP tended to
be on the decrease，aSin the case of NOx，if the emission from vegetal fuels were
included．If the e皿ission fro皿Vegetal fuels Yere eXCluded，it reached a maXi皿u皿Of
l，000to2，000dollars of GDP per capita asin the case of SOx．
Sincein the process ofindustrialization at the stage ofimprovinglevels of the
economy，all the amounts of the SOx，NOx，and CO2emissions per GDP had a tendency
to grow for soJne time，aSin the case of energy consumption per GI）P，itis
i血pOrtant for developing countries to take environmental factorsinto consideration
during theirindustrialization．
In theindustrialized countries，reduction measurs for SOx had been takeninJapan，
South Korea，Taiwan，etc．and for NOxinJapan throughenviron皿ental neasures，and




1．EstablishJlent Of an Energy Related Data Base
（1）The Need for EstablishJLent Of an EnergyrRelated Data Basein Developing Countries
in Particular
In order toiAIPlement measures for the global environment relating to the use of
energy，itis necessary particularly for developing countries to establish an
energy－related database which has high reliablity and details on the types of
industry．Based on this，it would be easier not only to design environmental
policies，but also toi皿ple皿entinternational transfer of energy conservation
technologies by type ofindustry．etc．
（2）The Need for EstablishJLent Of a Database for Fuel Properties froJlthe VieYPOint
Of the Preservation of the Global EnvirotlJlent
Fuel propertiesin the existing database（e．g．calories）are priJnarily for use
in supplyrdeJnand balance，butitis necessary to establish a database for sulfur，
nitrogen，and carbon contents of fuels by district of productionin view of the
preservation of the global environnent．
2．Necessity for Tech皿0logi．cal DevelopJlentS Suitable for the AsiaIIRegion under the
LiJLitation of Energy and the EnvironJlent
In the Asian region，itis expected that thelinitations of energy and the environment
YOuld be tightenedin accordance with theincreasiIlg deDand for eIlergy under the
groYing depedence on fossil fuels and aYay fron Vegetal fuels．In particular，under
thelimitation of energy，it YOuld bei！leVitable fron along range viewpoint to depend
皿Ore and皿Ore On COal，Vhich placeslargerloads on the global environ血ent amOng
fossil fuels，ahead of the other regionsin the world．Under the circumStanCeS，it
is necessary to develop technologies under theli瓜itations of energy and the
environment based on the characteristics of the Asian region．
（1）Pursuit of Suitable Energy Use for the SituationsiIl the Eegion and Develop岨entS
Of Techn010gies of EnvironJLental意easures
Itis necessary to use energies such as coal，Oil，gaS，hydraulic power，nuClear
pover，reneWable energies，etc．iIl a Suitable vay for the circu血StanCeSin each
COuntry and pursue further develop血ent Of technologies for the environmental
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presrvation suitable for the circu皿StanCeSin each country Yith theinitiatives of
developed countries．
（2）The Electricity Generation Sector under the Progress of Electrification
Particularlyin Need of the Global EnvironJLent Preservationleasures
In the Asian region where the demand for coal，Which placeslargerloads on the global
environment，is expected to grow further，itis necessary toi皿plement thoroughgoing
measures taking the environ皿ental proble皿Sinto consideration．In particular，the
amOunt Of the e血issioIl Of substances Yhich YOuld affect the global environment fro皿
the electricity generation sectorisincreasing，and thus the environJnental
measuresin this sector，eSpeCiallyin the use of coal，is the nOSti皿pOrtant
lSSue．
（3）Necessity forI取prOVe軋entSin the Efficiency of Energy Use
In theindustrialization pursued during current stages of economic developmentin
developing countries，itis particularly necessary toi皿prOVe the efficiency of
energy use．AIso，energy efficiency（generation efficiency and the rate of
loss）YaS relnrkablyloYin developing countries．and thus theinprovement of
efficiencyis the血OStimportantissuein viev of rapid electrification．
（4）Necessity for DevelopBent Of LoY胃COSt Technologies for EnvironJIental量easures
工tis highly possible that theimpact of theincreasing use of coalin China and
India would aggravate not only pollutionsin their countries，but also the global
acidification and green house effect．In reality，however Gl）P per capitain China and
India，Yere tOO S皿all to accomodate sufficieflt funds for environ皿ental
meaSureS．ItisimpOrtant tO purSue COS卜effective environmental meaSureS　腎hich
are DOSt Suitable for these countries．
（5）Necessity for EstablishJLetlt Of a Total SysteLL forIBprOVeLentSin Energy
Efficiency
As vitnessediIl the heat supply syste血frotn electricity generation plants to cities
in China，itis necessary to establish a total system forimproving energy
efficiency adaptiflg tO thelocal cli山ate and geographical conditions．
（6）Necessity for ReassessJlent Of Vegel：al Fuels
Since the Asian region vas thelargest consu血er Of vegetal fuelsin the world，itis
necessary to pursue policies for the utiliZation of these fuels，taking the
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preservation of forestinto Consideration，and coping曹ith theincreasing dependence
On fossil fuelsin accordance Yith thei岬rOVementin the econo血iclevel．
3．La皿d胃Use PlazISin the Asian Region froJIa Global VieYpOint Taking the Preservation
Of the Global EnvironJLentinto Consideration and the Necessity forInternational
Cooperation ScheJLeS
In the reviev of global environmental血eaSureS，itis necessary to皿ake a
revieY nOt Only on a YOrld regional or a country－by－COuntry basis，but on the
basis of detailed botto皿－up apprOaCh as atte皿ptedin this study by dividing
districts Yithin China aIldIndia．Under the circumStanCeS，itis necessary to
establish a standpoint forland－uSe plans for the Asian region as a wholein the
PurSuit of the preservation of the global environ皿ent aIldinternational cooperation
SChemes toimple凪ent these plans．
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